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I.       INTRODUCTION AM'  hhülC IDEAS 

One of the most powerful  historical forces of our time io the glaba! drive 

for speody social and economic development.    This development drive will undoubted- 

ly also be a major factor during the  rest of our liven. 

In poorer areas development eftorts may be a deapernte rice fignin.si  time, 

population growth, famine and  political-economic collapse.     u. richer parts of the 

world  it is more a matter of satisfying increasingly ambitious an;>irations   for a 

"good  life" for everybody.    In the one case fertilizer plants,  irrigation works, 

penetration roads and steel milla may be called for.    Xn the other,  perhaps ele- 

ctronics industries,  sophisticated  telecommunications systems, recreational  facili- 

ties and high-quality housing.    Whatever the technical manifestations,  in rich nations 

and poor the basic motivation and policy direction are the sair.e.    There in no govern- 

ment in the world which does not subscribe to the idea of rn id Bocial and economic 

This paper owes much to research carried out by the author during 1965-64 at 
The Brookings Institution,  Washington,  D.C., while on leave—of-absence from the 
University of California,  Berkeley«    The work was supported by a ¡generous grant from 
the U.S. Agency for International Development.    Clell  C. Harral,  Grace Pinne and 
ELlie Steinberg participated.    Wilfred Owen and Edwin T. Haefele were in overall charge 
of the Brookings research program, which emphasized the rôle of transport in economic 
development.    The contributions oi   those mentioned, as well as of U.S. AID and World 
Bank officials,  is gratefully acknowledged.    In accordance with ancient tribal customs 
of the academic comnujUty, the author gladly accepts full responsibility for all 
shortcomings of the ideas presented here and claims no credits. 
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advancement in one way or another.    It is too limiting to associate development 

problems with relatively backward areas in the world only. 

°   exist  in Canada and California as much as in Greece,  India and 

Central America. 

This fundamental identity of purpose makes international  co-operation for 

development both desirable and highly practical*.    Ve can all learn from each 

other and we can often he]p each other.    The  flow of material and intellectual con- 

tributions moving across national boundaries is already impressive.    The Prague 

Symposium     sL">u:;"rv><i   ;.\-   t • ,-.    'w.t.re   :'   r 

a   ;art. ;n,l ,ri .   .i!'"'.','tiL    .   .-<"   .,i    ,»v 

.   ' i' : PVP ,      ,  •;!<- :~a..,   .s   t 

ri   ; r 

rwrtflnwntHlBand Définit^ 

Development planning, with project evaluation as an important component, 

i. a scientific information procese.    It enables executives to make rational deci- 

sions,  that is, MgUBSSL m¿2S* MS2& iSfiaalflgftü alternatives.    The end purpose 

i. the efficient allocation of scarce resources among epoetin« ends.    Directly 

pertinent in established economic thought i. capital investit theory.    But the 

traditional -te oí economic principle are somewhat constraining and we seem to 

be movin« towards a Qsn^ ^ 

would incorporate elements of engineering,  operations «search, management,  public 

administration and other social sciences besides economics. 

Develops analyses are essentially me^ns^ends ç^ajaso^   if that 

•pacific actxon is taken,   uas will probably be the particular result.    The 

•cientific task is confirmation or rejection,  on the basis of evidence,  of various 

hypotheses which forge logical  links between causes and effect«.    The causes are 

the „aM that can be employed (inputs,  resource allocations,  costs,  action, of 

H 

« 
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vailo»« typ««) and the effect« t^e disired enfla (output«, objectives, revenue«, 

results of variou« type«).    Following this definition we find that the scope for 

development analysis is indeed great:  any action that generates recognisable,   Lf not 

measurabl«,  input and oufrouft atreApy can be evaluated.    This  Includes such widely 

diverse projects as eipansion of an educational system,  indue trial  plant moderniza- 

tion, marketing of tropioal fruit,  eradication of infectious diseases, and rural 

electrification.""' 

•jec : - ; in maker:;   (executives,  policy makers), whoever they may be in a given 

society, are effectively in command of policy instrumenta (action meaae) and uu«t 

articulate and pursue policy objectives  (action ends).    We will quickly agree that 

society's ultimate objectives are ethical in nature and require so-called value 

lujjfflffntB    wh-iffh are outside economic analysis.    Analysts  (planners,  experts,  con- 

sultants)  act as advisors to the decision makers,  adopt  their viewpoint and are bound 

by their action range.    This particular reference fram«J»ork    is crucial in pro- 

ject evaluation, as we   shall see. 

Out of the     irmn.y theories and hypotheses that  the analysts could con- 

ceivably spin, only those that relate posaiblo development actions to desired develop- 

ment objectives are of any interest w»nt   ,,•v»r. All other relationships enter into 

the analyses as passively endured environmental circumstances.     The  potential success 

or failure of the relevant actions is analytically tested with the aid of success 

criteria (evaluation standards,  decision-making guides).    The old  view was that 

economic  theory by itself could generate self-evident success  indices,  such as maxi- 

mization of proflit or of the benefit-cost ratio.    But thiB begged basic questions« 

Whose profit«? Whose costs? What exactly do we mean by benefits?    The newer view is 

1 / See,  for instance, Mc Keen £~20    , Appendix/ for a list of  progrnitis carried out 
by the U,S, Federal Government wldch l"ui  themselves to performance budgeting 
(physical p*jrf mance contrasted with monoy costs) and benefit-cost analysis. 

Cv- 
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that the suocess criteria do not arise out of the thin air of abstract reasoning, 

but are quite clearly derived from the ultimate goals that are to be pursued. 

This puts great emphasis on determination of the objectives in the first place. 

It is now also generally recognized that there are sever«!  species of develop- 

ment objectives,  such as minimization of national  product,  better income distribu- 

tion, more employment,  education,  vvt. * •   promotion of national  culture,  internal 

and external security, knowledge of the universe,  and BO on.    Further,  these obje- 

ctives are typically incommensurate (possibly quantifiable,   but  no common «easure 

exists), conflicting (attainment of one objective impairs  that of the others),  or 

complementary (mutually helpful).    The       í    idea in economics of a unique optimum 

baaed on a single maximand or rianimanti,  such as money income of cost,  lias to be 

discarded on these grounds alone.    More promising is the coneept of social and 

economic achievement surfaces which stretch in as many dimensions as there are in- 

commensurate objectives.    The so-called efficient surface would embody the best 

possible compromises between conflicting objectives:    more health vs.. more mobility; 

more production vs.  more leisure;  and so on.    ;•   i.   c\>-r.-   ':. .' y   i,   .   ¡,;'.   -. i.   • > 

tive bodies,   such as parliament or the cabinet,  can resolve theae crucial issues. 

Analysts, however,  can provide mcst valuable information on trade-offs between 

different social  and economic achievements.     Optimization then has  this meaning: 

a rational compromise among several co,.i'iicting objectives on the bams o£ good 

informati on. 

For analytical convenience we define th •  amai lea t,  discrete unit of decision- 

making that generates both inputn and outputs S" a pro.iect.    Physical size and 

¿J   For a much better discussion of the points just briefly mentioned here see 
Fred Hanssmann's article /~10 J 
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technical properties are irrelevant:     launching of a tlOO million industrial 

complex or a $500 equipment purchase can both be regarded as projects.    Of course, 

analyses and  decisioni? themselves    •'..-.> nrecious resources and therefore projects 

should be of such minimum size that the gains from better executive judgment exceed 

extra costs. 

At the lowest or -.i'-r'••'' ••      . ~   i-'v',   ••  .   ,   • • <•  -i'.v r .   • •• •' 

projects.    The bundles of knowledge on them that pass  from the information suppliers, 

the analyste    to the decision-making information users,   typically in well-documented 

confidential  report form,  come under the trade names of "technical  end economic 

feasibility study",  "benèfit-cost analysis",  "project evaluation",  "pre-investment 

survey",  "engineering-economy review" and the like.    We are here primarily concern- 

ed with these basic analytical building blocks. 

It the ether end of the scale,  the mncroeconomic  lev»l,  much research goes 

into the preparation of social and economic development plane for entire regions 

and nations.    Such plans ideally embrace all projects,  branches of activity,  sectors, 

the public as well as ti» private sphere, with the time horizon for analysis and 

action  prorr-'"ip <?xt «Min." to at least five years,    As  those with practical  experience 

in national planning know, there are difficulties of making the individual  project 

building blocks fit the maexoeconomic framework and vice versa.      The sequential 

plamrinft and B'fatfll reconciliation of project phases,  annual government budgets, 

fite-year programs and ten or twenty-year perspective  plans is not at all easy. 

This is a fascinating topic in its own right. 

Important Characteristics of Development Analyses 

Several Important characteristics common to all development studies should 

be noted at the outsett 
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*•   Action Orientation.    The only meaningful test of any proposed means-ends 

chain ia practical effectiveness:    Will the scheme work as specified?   This is a 

«oat refreshing feature.     It quite properly forces  the analyst to "put up or shut 

up" in his work.    Por «sample, general complaints ab .ut the alleged inefficiency 

of governmental institutions in area A, or the supposed laziness and greed of the 

trade unionists in industry B, or the hopelese ignorance of management in sector C, 

are just entpty talk.    Vague dissatisfaction does not constitute a legitimate »miv- 

üfial jaafeiflBj, which implies remedial action possibilities.    It is the responsibility 

of the analyst to come up with definite means-ends recommendations,  for instance 

administrative reforms in the first case,  progressive labour incentive schemes in 

tha second, and a management training program in the third. 

2t   fr»* f°r Cp»W»h«iBlT» Systems Approach.      Very important is the need 

to consider analytically a^y. suitable action, however unorthodox, as long as it 

brings desired results.    Hare the analyst must have the mental agility to look 

bayond his own professional bailiwick, perhaps by enlisting the support of other 

talent. It h,s often been   f ,-,„:, :  , ,,,f   ;,;,,nwHy  ver;,n.;      c ,,„ „.   i>v„r   in ,   (¡V| _ 

with nothing but highway construction solutions to the most diverse urban,  location 

and transport problems.    Likewise there are economists who never progress beyond the 

incredibly naive "marginal  cost must equal marginal  revenue» answer to all of man- 

kind's ills. 

In project analysis a comprehensive sterns approach must be adopted, with the 

criterion simply again being the effectivenesa of means in relation to ends.    Thus 

the raising of incomes in a declining farming area, as a sp^ific ethical end, may 

••accomplished in any of theae way., singly and in combination« new harbour, better 

« 

« 
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highways, mor« truck competition hence lower rete», irrigation scheme,  co-operative 

marketing, storage and processing arrangements, agricultural créait, direct govern- 

ment subsidies,  tax concessions,  teaching of new cultivation methods through exten- 

sion programs, strengthening of local government,  and so on and so for„h.    The real 

limitation« to action are only too often Imposed by the decision makers'  and ana- 

lyste1 lack of imagination,  and not by given natural conditions.    Fortunately, the 

growing recognition that often many «cientific disciplines contribute to tie solution 

of real life problems, has had a liberating effect upon professional thought processes. 

3.    The assentii] Wfffltrrf of Choice.    Choice is absolutely fundamental to 

project evaluation.    Is the presentation to the decision maker there must always be 

evidence on various courses of action among which    • <? can choose,  all designed to achieve 

the desired end.    In fact,  a "no alternative" proposal la not a reasoned recommenda- 

tion - it is an ultimatum.    It is important to note that the economist,  in putting 

down "costs", is compelled anyway to consider alternative forms of resource commit- 

ment.      Por the true costs of one course of action - opportunity coats - are the be- 

nefits foregone from the next best course of action.    Traditionally,  the enjoyment 

one could have obtained from many different things in the market, appraised by the 

price yard-stick, is taken as a measure of cost.    Thus the cost of one dollar «imply 

implies ten newspapers,  five ice creams,  two units of electricity,  and so on. 

"Numerous" alternative consumption offers,  made under specified compete  /e condi- 

tions, are t »c-    w   f> give the statoment "cost of one dollar" some meaning. 

la many situations,  especially in public sector and development work, perfect 

market conditions will not apnly and the automatic registration of cost figures is 

not possible.    Then the analyst has to generate his own, namely by synthetically 
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designing meaningful alternatives.    Thus  the true cost of the socia]  welfare scheme 

may, in essence,  be the university expansion program foregone.    Often the analyst 

may have to work with several economic,   financial,  social,   political and ethical 

value dimensions simultaneously - an intellectually demanding feature of modern 

public sector studies. 

It is i. ;        '   c that the quality of  decisions goes up with the number of 

alternatives that are available to the decision maker.    But  analytical  blueprints 

for choice,  and even the exercise of choice, conte time mid  resources.     It has shrewd- 

ly been observed  that even ime of the competitive market is far from costless./" 6  J 

How many potential choices are then,  in practice,  necessary to guarantee a good 

decision?    It seems tc me that at least  three .of which the "do nothing" allterna- 

tives is one, is the bare m^nipnum for aensible decisions.      Unfortunately,   in field 

work one predominantly,  :,-•• r,    4 ,k>•   it     r   .'-'..v.'   it '   ,r   ;>^       :-.  ffi''   ,--r:.,r   :,     ;.        r 

no action leeway  to the policy makers.      ^.v   •       •  - a       t, r M r. K   • - i'    r .••    .<.,>-'  l •>•   • l 

these crude binary "accept or reject" choices is inte.lectuaJ ly t," strenuous. 

But in fact,  it is usually possible for analysts to come up with a resectable number 

of alternative solutions,  including secondary design and location variations.    Pierre 

Masse, for example,  describes a model  for choosing from thirteen different electric 

power plants - thermal,  hydro,  gas turbine,   tidal  power,  etc.,  - certainly a rich 

selection. £" 19 J   ,  <i1>vHo..m<j\t    ..*   .[;.    :•.   ¿.   -i   • ••.,-   \ .• •   ,r   ;,,•,.:•' ;.•      ••••:     ."¿»7  í r.-r-"1 

for its main action proposal,  a $2 , million roaa  project,  a total  of eight  alterna- 

tives,  resulting from five location choices and several engineering design and con- 

struction options.     Further subvariations involving the time dimension  through project 

Dont ,o\.v-.-M,t    or advancement,  are also always possible as we shall see.    Options are 

not a scarce commodity in this business. 

(0 

t) 
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4. Retenu, ut ._ n 0f finds,  L^pil tatioaa of Monetary Indicée for Welfare. 

What la the end purpose of these elaborate exeiviaas in analysis,  decís:^n-aaKLug 

and resource commitment?    There is agreement thtit they must  somehow rebuit in <\ 

recogniaabie improvement of society's well-being.    But from that  point on the diacus- 

8ion gets murky¡    What do we   "er     by  improvement?    Must everybody  be better off? 

Can thwre be Rome losere,   provided  they (ire     •' »• i   by  tie gainen>?    Are ail 

members of aociety  to be included,   no matter what  thsir initial   at«tua?    Munt  the 

rich,  for example,  invariably be made richer?    And  how do we  interpret welfare ? 

In the psychic sense?    Are  psychic sensations mensurable?    And  H re  interpersonal 

comparisons in thit sphere possible? 

These formidable questione have agitated many fine thinkers for    ;     ... 

Originally it was thought   that the yardstick of money income,  for individuals as 

well as for nations,  could serve as a proiy for the recording of private and social 

bliss sensations.    But  then,  after unnuccessful wänderln(-s through the intellectual 

maze of so-called "welfare economics",  it was recognized  that  the dit tribut ion of 

income among members of sooiety - and,  one may add,  among thus generati*;:) and succeed- 

ing ones - definitely required ethical  judgments.    As one writer put it:    "It Is not 

enough to find quantitative expressions for £economic_/   policy standards - the 

standards themselves must be ethically attractive".    [_  2  J As a further difficulty, 

how was one to account for  the flow of bliss and  a::ti-bli.ss sensati on.3 that simoly 

did not generate any money price signals in tt.e market?    What ab mt  air pollution, 

for   -'/.an,pip'   Or leisure? ,¡.(   •"•,:.' -:--r.v- .   •.••.<'        r  • 

of sunshine and fine beaches?    Other technical flaws in GNP and money income sta- 

tistico, HB standards of international and  interpersonal welfare comparisons, were 

2v noted.—* 

¿/   See the articles by usher £ ?& J and Barber ¿" 1  J . 
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Today the earlier, heavily money-oriented view have largely been abandoned. 

Thoae who atill cling to them «ay ask thamselvee whether moi*ey Income is the only, 

or oven  the moat important welfare factor In their live«.    Or to bring international 

per capita income comparisons into perspective,  they may estimate how much addition- 

al income would induce them to move permanently from,  say,   the shores of the Pacific 

or Mediterranean to soaie northern metropolitan slum set  among belching nmokeataata. 

In recent years much of the intellectual steun iiaa tí.us gone oat of unadmlteeut- 

ed "GNP growthmanship".    The modern view still regards money income as an important 

success  indicator, but  insists that  it must be supplemented by many other moral  and 

social  criteria.    With it has come great  interest in all  the diverse objectives so- 

ciety might pursue apart from money income maximization,   ranging from tht- collective 

wish to extend average  life expectancy,  through the intention to give everybody a 

better education, to the desire to render foreign aid to less fortunate   pec; le 

elsewhere. 

This brings ua back, full cycle,   to the question of means-ends comparisons 

which are the essence of project research and economic development planning.    Mean- 

ingful analyses of this sort simply   - i',r  ,t be undertaken by -<- n   ..s':,   and techni- 

cians without prior instructions on the ultimate objectives that are to be attained. 

Properly stated objectives are indispensable for the determination of operation«! 

goate   and constraints,   for measurement operations (especially on the benefit side) 

and for the application of preference orderings and related decision fules.    Of 

course,  decision makers may often find it difficult at  the outset to formulate 

goals precisely without knowledge of the potential courses of action.   Here the 
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analyst «ay become the «cononuc psychiatrist of the subconscious oolleoti?» mind, 

by «posili« clearly the various "trade-offs",  for example between higher money 

incomes,  military preparedness,  educational  achievements and social welfare stan- 

dards.    While the policy decisions are ultimately anchored  to deep rooted values of 

society,  the rendering of scientific information as such can be  regarded as an un- 

equivocal ethical "good".    /~5  J 

SSL Mm Mt -U& PttfBvflfl °JL dflVtlQBBtat ninnnlnr.   Ino indina- aro.iect evaluation, 

lft ;to arojjdA scientific infuraation on the effactivenesa jf available action m<¡W 

iV J* f«tftUQ^ J&. ata ted e£d¿ ¿n, & given aocial-iDJtltutionai environment.    This formu- 

lation cuts across all national and ideological  boundaries.    Of course,  there aan 

still be honest differences on develojjinent objective' .    To be  :<ure,  there is scope 

for   discussion on what constitutes   a "good life" in 'orious cultural environments. 

"One man's meat is another man's poison",  as the saying goes,     and even the choice 

of development means - which are essentially alternative ends foregone - is open 

to reasonable debate.    But once the means and ende are determined,  the development 

analyses themselves are quite impartial and neutral. 
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II.    GHfERAL SETTING AND 3TUDY PREPARATIONS 

What are the practical lessons u> oe learned fro« these fundasen tel ideas? 

To use an illustration which will accompany us through the rest of this paper,  let 

us imagine that a developing nation wants to invigorate » socially and economical- 

ly backward area.    It Is important to first understand the general setting for deve- 

lopment planning.    Determination of the terns of reference for  the analysis then 

follows logically. 

Chief Elements of Development Planning 

3»    Ultimate Objectives.    In the particular example chosen,   these would be 

Improvements in the well-being, broadly interpreted, of the people living in the 

area.    To emphasise,  neither industrialization nor transport improvement nor bigger 

agricultural output as such are true ends.    They are merely specific technical means 

to achieve higher-level objectives. 

2.    Decision Makers.    The top executive body of the developing nation is in 

overall charge.    But if international assistance for the development scheme is sought, 

other decision-making agencies will enter the picture, for example the united Natione, 

OBCD,   the World Bank,   foreign aid organizations oí  richer countriee, or perhaps a 

consortium formed by several of these.    Again,  both public and privée interests can 

participate,  for example an entrepreneur willing to start a plant In the area and a 

p'iVf-n   :i"t.t ;, ;     . t .i,i: < i )   , •Ve.       ' « .. i 

ministries may take part in area development decisions, for example industry and 

commerce, transport, agriculture, social services.    Baoh may have its particular set 

of lower-level objectives that at worst may relate to departmental "empire building", 

that is, maximization of staff, budget allocation or preetige for the particular 

Ministry.   When »ev.ral decieion makers are involved, it is most advisable to clearly 

set out and reconcile the possibly conflicts« develop»«* objective, right fro. th. 

((/ 

(0 
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start. 

3»    Analyste.    These cari be planner«,  civil servants,   university  personnel, 

consultants,   scientists and   technicians of all  descriptions.    Their functions are 

best described as those oí"  professional  problem solvers ani  adviners  to  the execu- 

tives.    When distinct project studio are belnx tackled,   their duties should  be spel- 

led out precisely through  terms of reference,  a  task   that,  requires a  surprising 

> arount of thought. 

' 4»    The Analytical Framework.    The  true scope of decision-making powers and 

hence of the analyses is moat conveniently  defined alon^ tnese lints i 

W (a)    Geographic and .-jurisdictional   limitation«  (the nation?    one region 

or area?    one industry or government department?.!. 

(b) in the «ocial-economic dimension, by the group of people and t-conomic 

organizations of concern (entire community? owners and management of just one enter- 

prise?    all farmers?    the public sector only?). 

(c) In the time dimension, by the intertemporal scope of the decision 

makers (five years? ten years? for the expected life of the present government 

only?    to include juat the  present generation?    or future generation as well?). 

j       £f This definition alone raises some profound issues. — 

(d) By the decision maker's action range and instruments  (what are his 

legal powers?    fiucal?    financial?    managerial?    regulatory?). 

In our example,  as in all development and public sector work,   the analytical 

scope will extend as far aa the general public interest does.    The study boundaries 

will therefore include all economic and social groups within the area or nation,  the 

4/ 
Many distinguished economists have written on the so-called "future generations 

problem?    income distribution,  the rdlea of interest and social rates of time prefe- 
rence.    Among them are Samuelson, Abba Lerner, Koopmans, Myrdal, Marglin,  Margolls, 
Galenaon, Leibenstein, Tinbergen, Krutilla, McKean and Hirahleifer.    The literature 
on these subjects is vast,  but nobody seriously interested in them should neglect 
read Otto Eckstein's "A Survey of the Theory of Public Expenditure Criteria" ¿8 17. 
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time  horizon will stretch far into the futur« and the arsenal of action instruments 

U at  the disposal of   the decision makers will  probably be quite impressive.— 

5.   The Internal-External Distinction in Economics.    Determination of the scope 

of decision-making powers has far-reaching analytical consequences.    When the view- 

point  is lowered  from the national level to the government department,  sector,  ljy. 

dustry or individual firm,  the analytical range coirespondingly shrinks.    Any a priori 

notion that one particular domain,  for example that of the private enterprise,  is 

superior to all  others and must  therefore serve as the master economic model, must 

be rejected. 

As a practical result,  whatever falls outside the decision-making scope defined 

in the ways described above is external to the analysis and hence irrelevant.    And 

whatever falls lnsiae, is internal, hence relevant, and must be considered.    In my 

opinion,  this plain, common-sense working rule renders t.ha large and confusing lite- 

rature on "external and internal economies and diseconomies",   plus related peculiar 

i r     •;•.'•'    i   "pecuniary internal  diseconomies",   "spill-over costs",  "induced benefits", 

"off-site gains" and the like,  completely redundant.    This is not the place to cri- 

u ticize these concepts again in detail. But in a nutshell,  it seems that past 

scholars arbitrarily started off from static models of minute economic units engaged 

in perfectly competitive,  instantaneous adjustments.    They consequently created the 

«i 

<v 

3 / 
Hollis B. Chenery,  in an important article ,/~4 _7,  provides a comprehensive 

inventory of contemporary development tools and shows the variables that can be con- 
trolled by their use.    The choice of policy instruments is generally much greater 
than  is realized. 

—'  See Tillo E. Kuhn £~nj,  especially pp. 7-33, and Appendix A,  "External and 
Internal, Pecuniary and Technological Economies and Diseconomies'1, pp. 179-86« 
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awkward externalities themselves by their twin failures    (i)   in a static world,   to 

make the economic analysis and decision unit large enough;    (il)    in a dynamic world, 

u to extend the time horizon far enough into the future. —   Such slipshod definition- 

al work cannot be tolerated in project evaluation. 

To conclude,  determination of objectives,  decision-making scope and analytical 

boundaries are meat important first tasks in development planning.     Externalities 

are nothing but symptoms of an unduly restricted framework.   They are signals that 

the decision-making scope and the system of inter-relationships under study should be 

widened*    Externalities,  of whatever type,  are then redundant concepts. 

•U See Tibor 3citov8ky*a article /~22_7for elucidation. 

\ vv- 
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Sample Terme of Reference for Area Development Study. 

Given this general setting, sensible  instructions by fictitions decision makers 

to the development analysts might include  the following points  (explanatory conuütmts 

in brackets): 

"1.    The Problem.    The   Jovernroent of Meealia re.jarda  the relativaly low average 

standard of living as well as  the poor quality of public services in the Aliveri area 

as an urgent problem." 

(Note that  factual  background material on the problem obviously exists. 

For example: 

(a) Special  study of the Aliveri  area which caught  the Government's 

at ten ti'.n. 

(b) Routine per capita income data,  unemployment rates and similar stati- 

stics on area-by-area basis. 

(c) Performance indices for social  services (doctors and hospital beds per 

100,000 population» kilometers of paved and gravel roads related to 

surfaoe area,   population and motor vehicles;  and so on). 

8 
Such and otre.  evidencerLy should immediately be studied by the analysts 

in order to better grasp the problems which have to  be solved). 

"2.    Objective.    The chief objective is  to bring living and social service stan- 

dards in Aliveri within ten years up to the national level anticipated at that time." 

(This statement of objectives provides a great deal of analytical guidance» 

(a) Existing social-economic disparities between Aliveri and the rest of 

the country are mostly quantifiable and largely known. 

I* 

îi ft 

8/ 
There is a good discussion of various indices which portray "the quality and 

texture of life as 'end produot' " in the Buchanan and Ellis book /~3   ,pp. 5-21_7. 
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(b) Long-rang« projections for the national economy to 1975 and beyond 

prepared by the central planning office can be utilized. 

(c) The gap between likely economic and social achievements in the Aliveri 

District and in the rest of the country without special actions - 

something that can be researched - defines the magnitude of the desired 

development task.    The etatement that the gap should be closed within 

ten years defines the required minimum development speed. 

v!.'nf   r! ...at-   y       -'    : • *•;     •••-..•:.• •' •      ^ ''   ' '•''•' 

e' c   v.' ''t''   .   . '    ; i •• i '.   -v   iK.      •'•••.• » •   •••'•> 

nrf   n .'    c 1 ' i r     i.  w at.   '.'.:••     "  W 

3.    Action Means.    Any of the policy tools at the disposal of the Government 

of Meaalia suited for the task may be deployed,  including direct public investment in 

industry and infrastructure, ae well as encouragement of private initiative through 

tax relief and other incentive measures.    Participation of the International Consor- 

tium Bank, under favourable loan conditions, will be sought"» 

(This statement is also moet instructive: 

(a) A thorough inventory of existing,  legitimate policy instruments is 

called for,  including a broad review of laws and regulations govern- 

ing private ventures in depressed areas (ranging from tax holidays and 

fast depreciation schedules to low power rates and cheap public land). 

(b) Consultations with the appropriate ministries will disclose exactly 

what they are able to do. 

(c) Participation of the International Consortium Bank means that its par- 

ticular action tools and decision criteria have to be taken into ac- 

oount for portions of the program.    These might includei    (i)    invest- 

ment in specific projects of a miniasum size only,  folowing outside 

feasibility studies carried out according to ICB spécifications; 



(il)    projects must be financially self-supporting, gire* lif•spaas 

and interest rates applied by ICB in comparable caeea;    (iii)     pro- 

jects should help the foreign-exchange situation of the country  (i.e. 

lead to import substitutions or eiport increases). 

Wote that the Government statement does not exclude any other suitable 

action means not specifically mentioned.    This (jives the consultant« an 

excellent chance to come up at the end with some effective policy recom- 

mendations which the Government,  being concerned with m&ny other things, 

may not even have thought of.    Note further tnat  the Government obviously 

desires maximum partie'.p«tion of  the ICB, —'     The scope for this organi- 

sation,  subject to its well-known,  specific "rules of the game",  should 

be worked out first by the analysts.    The remainder of the program would 

then have to be taken on by domestic organizations • 

4«    The Study Area.    The study area is defined as  the Al i veri River Basin, 

delimited by the surrounding watersheds.    Field work should emphasize this geogra- 

phic area,  but transport and commercial interchanges with other parts of the country 

and the outside world - if significant for social and economic development - should 

also be investigated. 

(This usefully concento-ates the analyst's efforts in a limited area,  without 

eliminating attention to possibly Important external economic relation- 

ships«    Dangers in field work are: 

(a)  Consultants just ait in the national capital and try to solve specific 

area problems with the aid of  fairly meaningless macroeconomic  stati- 

stics. 

9 ' 
—'   Most developing nations have agencies whose chief job        is to utilize the 
forms of foreign assistance  to  the utmost.    This is how It should be. 
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(b) They get no absorbed by  purely local   problems th<t  broader regional 

and national   interactions  are lost hight of. 

(c) Although they do start off  with the njiecific area of  interest,  under 

the influence of the   ubiquitous "everytinp depend;!  on everything elfe" 

Syndrome they pt drawn into ever wider,  more co~. lex and  exper: ive 

general research."^ 

Obviously,  a sound comnromiae has to be struck  in the study termf. of re- 

ference between overly inclusive and  too restricted *reorraphic -'<c nea). 

The above terms of  reference,   it w  uld 9eem,   del. ,e   the  purpose and boundaries 

of the analytical  task for area development very well.    Addino:,al  instruction might 

relate to study length,  deadline for submission of  final   retort,   fee» (if outside 

consultants are anployed)   and the assistance collaborating r;ov e minent  agencies can 

provide.     There is no doubt  that  the initial reference  framework,   more  than anything 

else, determines the  final   results. 

Sample Terms of Reference for Industri! Pro.iect 

By contrast  to the  broad area development  problem,  *e will  now attempt  to draw 

up instructions for a specific industrial   project  study.    There  is  no suggestion 

that one  type of problem statement  is intmuucaKy  superior to   the other -  it   is 

just that  they differ in    p-¡:;>..••« and scope.    Greatly simplified   fictitious sample 

terras of reference might  run something  like this: 

"1.    The    Masai ia  Industrial  Development Ban*,  a joint pubiic-private institu- 

tion, has received an application for financing of a petro-chemical  pi ant at Aliveri, 

10/   Transport experts,  although starting off from a little highway  connection  problem, 
may easily be seduced into general  development  planning work.    This is natural   because 
the interactions between  trans [ort and   the total   economy are strong.    However,   it is 
more efficient to work down from the general to the specific, or for the transport 
man to join forces with the other development economists. 

v- 



complete    with a satisfactory analysis of  the potential  demand lor the products." 

2. The general objectives ot   the Bank,  as well aa   uie criteria applying to 

projects of  this type,  are stated in detail   in the relevant législation.     Tt\*¿;/  in- 

clude in particular: 

(a) Economic and financial viability,   taking into account,  however,  general 

government inducements available to all  forma oí   industrial  activity. 

(b) Preference for projects which can be located 1.1 depressed areas,  will 

absorb unemployed workers,  or will convey other broader economic and 

social benefits. } 

3. Although the applicant has submitted fairly detailed technical  proposals, 

possibly desirable modifications in design,  phasing oí  construction work,  scale of 

plant and production, marketing operations, as well as other relevant aspects of  the 

scherno,  should definitely be Investigated.    The suggested Aliveri location should 

also be examined. 

Skipping other detailed instructions that should be çiven, we find that there 

are two decision makers in this instance: (i) the private promoter, who presumably 

wants to run the new plant at a profit»   the analysts,  aa a very first step, should li* 

consult him and read his proposals carefully;    (ii)  tne Mesalia industrial Develop- 

ment Bank, whose scope and interests are wider,  but certainly not as comprehensive 

as those of the (Jovemment.    This is a much tighter framework than in the previous 

cas«; many aspects which are definitely included in the comprehensive area develop- 

ment study are now "external" and hence ignored.    The analytical  task is correspon- 

dingly easier and the range of action recommendations more restricted. 

It should be noted,  however,  that apart from the fact that  the application 

relates to petro-chemical production,  with a product demand study to back up this 

big first decision, all other technics     '""«H• and marketing choices are left 
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wide opea.    This gives the analysts ample opportunities for the presentation of 

meaningful alternatives - the very basis for optimal décidons, as ve have seen. 

Bxaaplea of Poorly Defined ferae of Rofery^.« 

In   past   recare    nrui   , lcinninr   w< i>,   ' • .<•,   a¡,'h   r   ha>  >;.:?<;   a   r   :-,•..  r^r.-roü!-   '••rus 

of  rffpTPr.ce   f. r   i r:t ernat i MI • ;   ,n >ct    '-'uci^s   wr.ic-  d*- !' 11,: te . y  r-.a-ed   the 

analysts'   research   ai.fi   fi  ^U',-,   *      trie    ::•>]•.•*    Iisaova-i' a   p-     f  tie   :<-cu. .  >r: 

",-'1"""':.     Tr   citi    i-.st.   two  J'IIM:,,-   --.-a".; .-•   ; 

1*    A recent case involved the transport problems of two areas separated by a 

narrow body of vatsr.    The social and economic usefulness of a link had alieady been 

established.    Sensible instructions to the engineering and economic consultants would 

have been i "Investigate the best means of moving people and goods between the two areas"« 

Instead, the experts were asked to study a very specific bridge proposal,   thsreby 

needlessly excluding ferries,  tunnels, causeways,  floating pontoons - or perhaps flying 

saucers for all the decision makers should care at this stage. 

2.    Instructions for a port study went something like thist 

"Conduct such investigations as may be necessary Jo. det^r^ne and recommend 

a technically and economically sound long-range port development plan. 

Construction recosneoded for initia^ implementation shall be so placid so 

as to afford a port facility which will most efficiently and economically 

serve present and projected future traffic." 

Leaving aside the question of establiphing the desirability of a port solution, 

the terms of reference might have been written more objectively as followst 

"Conduct such studies as may be necessary to determine whether or not it may 

be technically and economically sound to recommend" etc. and then conclude 

with "if construction is not deemed advisable at the present tine,  state what 
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other —auree may be ^tratad so as to afford ". 

Thie would et leaat have left the accept/reject option for the port proposal 

M euch, plus a variety of alternatives within the port technology. 

Generally,  it seeas,  project terna of reference are often too specific and 

practically dictate the solutions»    "Determine the economic and technical feasibi- 

lity of a plant at Midcity for the production of 1 million gidgets per anuuii." 

Of course, the consultant finde the gidget project (or road, or port, or irrigation 

scheme), economically and technically "feasible".    The client has obviously already 

made up his mind on the mattar and just needs respectable, outside confirmation« 

Only a consultant of exceptionally staunch character, impervious to unpopularity 

and loss of income, will disappoint him.     ;t   i    ill .:.,ir.at in,- t vat   in tl.e .-ti 

urofessional   career   >f th.?  HL' 
v   r  ••<••     a:   c • ::.r  across  ju<-»   t w<   fea vi: i 1 i ty 

which did  not,   recom: end   the   initial   ;ro;., sals  wh:   h  they   fiere   : i.f p>¡. ed   t..    tv: t. 

rigor- SL. ìy ;      it,   si   happer.s   "at  the  a-.'h' r    .ail   a   '.ar.fl   in   •  .'•   set t. ing- .¡.    )f   •>'..>••     f 

the?e.     Al ' l,i.i.:,rh   t,'<er-    -ire   <>!• M   c . rc »T.S! a :,.-»• r<   '      b 1 •ir.e   a?   w" í i ,   ci   f
rr«at    ¡.art.   of 

t  ;e   t,r > 1 le   ; ;   : r< : s: ;      'iu • -   •      ' a-; 1.:   •:>'' fi • >•<    ' -T • s  cf   re f e nv.ce . 

Other studies are unnecessarily vaguai    "Examine economic conditions in the 

UZ region".    Here the decision makers appear to be vaguely dissatisfied«    A general 

fact-finding expedition by consultants will in all likelihood be mounted.    But unless 

it is geared to distinct action possibilities, the final report will probably contala 

the usual "further research should be undertaken" platitudes. 

In conclusion one can only urge that great care be taken when the all-important 

reference framework for development studies ie set up.    If necessary,  broadly oriented 

professional help for just that purpose should be enlisted.    The operations research 

literature, which is strong on the subjects of determining true objectives and spot- 

ting genuine problems, can also be consulted with profit. 
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III.    METHODOLOGY FOR PROJECT EVALUATION 

With the study preparations out of the way,  project evaluation itself can now 

I be discuaaed.    Efficient resource allocation ia the main theme.    In the economics 

Literature some of the numerous works on investment  theory and  capital  budgeting are 

particularly relevant. But there is as yet by no means agreement on the appropriate 

i 
I methodology.    We vili try here to suggest theoretically sound procedures capable of 

practical application, without getting drawn into compiei abstract debate. 

All investment analyses,  including project studies,  conaipt of systematic 

juxtapoaitiona of properly dated ißfijii and. output series, as previously defined. 

They are meant to provide guidance for decision-making and are consequently exclu- 

sively oriented towards the future.    For a decision once irre        -dy made is past 

history - deao, irrelevant, and simply taken aa granted for the next round of analyses 

and decisions.   4 s a   farmer  profps  or  , f  t.l>«  ü.i'.r aiw;-,-     , .'    ,«   v.v, : ; y   ;    .•    .       ;'  ¡. 

economic significano« whatsoever whether a fLat piece of ground which lends itself 

f>      iäk to highway or factory construction was created yesterday by bulldozers or a million 

years ago by glaciers.    Jevon's dictum "bygones are bygones" indeed applies - already 

committed resources no longer represent opportunity    costs and are ignored. 

Figure 1 shows an effective way of looking at past and future, means and ends, 

and may serve to conveniently portray complex economic patterns.    Zero defines the 

analytical starting point:    the world around taten as given, no fresh resource commit- 

ments yet,  the date set at exactly the contemplated action time.    Along the horizontal 

time axis everything to the left of the origin is irrelevant past,  to the right potential 

11/   See   £ IflJ, ¿-19J, /-»J. 
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future events are faithfully record«!. By convention, benefits and costs - measured 

in some meaningful way - are shown upwards snd downwards, again starting from eero. 

Of course, In the case of predictably repetitious aeries, the past may Indeed hare 

a message for the future and ahould then be Included in auch a time chart. Figure 

illustrates the graphic portrayal of a complete project life history. The litera- 

ture speaks of benefit-cost j^&O,^ or input-outmt streams. The data can, of 

course,  also be recorded  in tabular form  (Table }). 

Four Possible Invgsteggnt. noblem Formula,ti r,^ 

For expository convenience,  four broad investment  problem formulations 

be redognized„    The first three have received much -   ,,r   , 

can 

nence in economic theory. i¿y 
•v r . ' f r 

¡rviin:   . i • 

1.    The Po¿nt Input, and Poin,t Output rnnnt-   Her, the source sacrifice is 

concentrated at one poxnt of time, with consumption occuring subsecuente alao in 

one period.    We may think of seeding  allowed later by harvesting.    There are two 

v.-     •••'« to the point input-point    theme.    In one the time interval between seed 

and harvest,  i.e.  the investment period,   is fixed.    In the other vr,ion,  the inter- 

val can be varied.     Usual espies are trees that grow and wine  that cellown  in the 

barrel,   with some diecretion ^    c .summon of wood or beverage ta.es  place. 

2*    ** ^^^ 'W Ml Pplnt 0,,tp,t rnnn,    One may thinl- of  raw mate- 

rials  that pass through various process-!,   lud  event I.ANV -, 
t a.io  eventually emerge as finished   products 

which are then consumed all at ones      i„„lt  „  , 
onoe.    Input   timing iB dually assumed  to  be variable 

within   li:tut.,. 

12/    See eKDecially Fried lrich and Vera Lutz ¿Iß J ftnd nem ^   r x ¿19     ,  ch. ¿7. 

(r 
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3*    P» PQlftt Input nnrt Continuous Output Case.    Her« investment is concen- 

at a 8in«le point of time,  wnereas output is apagad over«more or lesa lengthy 

period.    Machines which are put up once and  then  render service for a Ion« time are 

supposed to represent thia con«. 

To comment, the first and third formulations eeem rather contrived and out of 

touch with reality. They assume that production is timeless and coetleee «fter the 

first input doee.    This is hard to believe:  crops haw to be watered aiA »¿ until 

they are ripe; in the mellowing of wine there ia  the oon timing cost for use of labour, 

premises and barrel«;  and mactiinea have to be provided with motive power and must 

be housed and maintained.    These two problem formulations do not have much practical 

significance and even the second case is rather restnctively formulated.    Surely 

in most investment decisions in the real world -  those involving fact ries, machines, 

buildings,  infrastructure projects,  research and development programs - the analyst 

is confronted by continuous inputs generating continuous out ute. 

4.    The Continuous Input and Continuous Output Case.    It is perhaps not sur- 

prising that this empirically most important case hac not received much attention 

in the literature,  for it is conceptually difficult and matner^tically messy  to 

handle.    It possesses a number of elements - inputs and outputs or various types 

and magnitudes,  their respective timing,  the  length of the  tine s.an, different value 

scales - which singly and  in combination create not just one but several investment 

planning issues.    We may  think of them as variations on the main theme of continuous 

input-oontinuous output. 

These themes can conveniently be explained with the aid of Figure 2.    In this 

tim« graph total outputs are shown by area (v),  subdivided into continuing gaine, 

t-.. 
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revenues or benefits (V.) and terminal or salvage ones (V ).    Total lauuta are in- 

dicated by areas (c), subdivided into initial costs (C ),  coets which may conceivably 

be postponed under circumstances of stage construction or "phasing" (C ), continuing 

costs (C ), and terminal or scrappage coats (C ).    It is quite unclear what is accompli- 

shed by the usual distinctions made between capita,! COB ta (expenditures on physically 

durable objects like machines and buildings) and operating and "ftln'tìiffll Ìì" costs 

(éevoted to physically more ephemeral objects like wages and fuel).    All  that matters 

in investment analysis is whj&ß resource sacrifices an¿ output amovmants o^jur. ¿a a. 

project's life hletorv and, wJag¿ their MfflitVlllilg? are. 

It is easy to see that the analyst may be called upon to study many different 

input-output problem variations, basically created by the followtngt 

(a) Choices ae to volume and timing of the input and output stfesma, independent- 

ly and relative to each other. 

(b) Technical-eoonomic options affeoting the internal composition of the inputs 

(labour, machines, materials etc.) and outpute (product mixes).^ 

(c) Possibilities that outputs (social services, consumer goods, national 

defense) and inputs (money costa social sacrifiées), by the nature of thinga, must 

be measured on different value soales. 

As a general rule, when confronted by continuous input-continuous output pro- 

blem, ¿t. ¿s meet expedient to treat each, inuut-outnut stream configuration, as_a. 

fllwtllWt pr°.1wct«    Investment analysis ther consists of systematic comparisons of 

these discrete project proposals, using rational evaluation guides for selection 

purposes. 

^ 

A2/   *•*• Sen's book Choice of TachMnn.fl   £23 J    l8 nlevBntt 
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Continuous Input-Oonti,nuoufl Output Problem Approaches 

Given Input and output streams of the type sketched in Figure 2, we find 

in the literature different methods of evaluating them,  uain* distinct success  cri- 

teria.    We will quickly discuss the more prominent variants. 

l'    PRY-Off. Capital Recovery Period, or Carital Turnover Rate Probleme.    Here 

the question is asked how  iong it takes  to recoup initial costs  (aren C    in Figure ?.) 

from revenues (v).    The length of the capital  recovery tate is euppoeed  to be a success 

indicator:    a project  that  takes aia years    would be preferred  over one th.it  takes 

ten. 

This test unreasonably neglects the  performance of assets beyond   the recoup- 

ment period.    For example,   the six-year project may fall to pieces immediately  after- 

wards, whereas the ten-year one may be serviceable for another fifty-year span and 

might therefore be preferred.    Further, initial coats (area C ) are singled out, and 

continuing costs (C ) are ignored for no good reason.    In this way,  che problem for- 

mulation is a throwback to the point input-continuous output case, not a very realistio 

one as was observed. 

2.    Capital-Output Rqtjo pr?hAT"i    I*1 ttlie formulation the attempt is made 

to maximize outputs (v),  in relation to initial Inputs (C ).    A project which promises 

to deliver most output per unit of initial input would be; ref. rr»J to all others. 

Occasionally, this performance criterion is also called the "product-capital   rv n••'. 

In retrospect it ia hard to account for the popula_lty which this particular 

analytical device enjoyed a few years ago.    After all, the definition of "capi tal" 

is quite shaky and why eliminate the continuing streams of m pu u,  after the initial 

resource corrui.itment   doss (C^), from the calcuations?   The only possible explanation 
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IB that  ther^ was i p.-  '   presumption that capital resources were the only scarce 

factor.     But auch a uriori  reasoning is very dangerous in field work,  for it pre- 

judges  vi tul  isnues the analyBie   iß auproaed  to eolve.    Again,   the capi tal-out put 

ratio problem formulation, by  ignoring coat streams  (C  ),  is a throwback to the 

point input - continuous output  caae. 

me 

-''»    Capital   Intensity Problems.      Cenital intensity cari  conveniently be 

naured by the   rating of Initial co.ts,  (C  ),   to continuing cost;<,   (C ),   the latter 

preferably uncounted to  present  values  ^aee below).     For brevity one can refer tc 

the "ratio of  initial  costs to   futuro  coras",   as stated by Lut».    /_   18_/      The 

higher the ratio,  the more caí i tai-ínterin i ve is the project.     It iß  usually presumed 

that the output stream (?) stays conotant as (C ) costs are substituted for  (C ) 

and vice versa.    It is *hen argued by writers  that underdeveloped countries,  since 

they are short of investment funds,  should always select less capital-intensive pro- 

jects than trie more advanced nations. 

,i'      a >    Hi • l O'.       w a' :i >'";»\v!  i.y  *•,,-,   partie.lar formulât i,-. 

are clearly dta^ng with a coet  minimization problem,  if the as.sumpti.on of constant 

output  streams  holds true.    The  question then is: what mil of initial costs  (C ) 

to continuing costp (C^)  is mo.st  advantageous?    To answer ti.is  quest, on, an    interest 

rate or social  rate of time preference must be applied to  the input streams.    To take 

one extreme,  at a zero rate of  interest    costa  (C ) count just as much as costs (C ). 

Zero interest in effect  wipes out the t±se dimension as an economie factor.    It un- 

realistically favours innw diate heavy donsumption sacrifices for the sake of possible 

very late output enjoyments.    However,  as the interest rate goes up,   lesa and less 

analytical weight is given under the usual accounting or compounding procedures to 
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the later cost streams (C  )  relative  to  tue Initial ones     (C   ).       It follows   that 

less capital-intensive ¡:u,]ects become more attractive an   the  interest rate  riae3. 

and the more capital-intensive ones show  their merita a«   it   ^le.i d-jwn.  alw   vs  assum- 

ing ceteris paribus,  of    rurse. 

Viewed   is  one  assect r>f  rest miuir.izati   ...concerti  with  ca  ita!   intensity makes 

sense.     Even so,   the   inherent,   nss>um..tion of out; it  streams   ttiat   staj   cons'ant   with 

ch?Jiges in the   (C  )  versus  IC()   srunortn.ns  i., rather restrictive.    Further,   i t  is 

inadmissable to  automatic." lly   as     Mn'e   si.   m-njects  in   l«=ss  level' ;*••:   c   .ntrien  by 

a  priori  reasoning with  the desirability  of  low ori tal   intensity  and  r.ence  hi,},  in- 

terest  rates. 

4.    Sta»dr4C or Construction Phasing Prolans.    These are very similar to  the 

previous ones.    The <;uestion is asked whether it   ir advantageous  to build a projoct 

all at once to full capacity,  with an outlay of the entire  (C  ),  or whether a  rorti on 

of (C  ) can be postponed until  it becomes,  «ay,   the second  construction  nhpse  (C   ). 

Examples might be the construction of a large smelter in successive stages,  or the 

construction of a hi,<?iway nil  at once  to four-lane caracity,   or  in separate instalments, 

with just two lanes to start with and the second  set a few years  later. 

If the output stream (v)  is supposed  to be  tne :,(t e,   regardless whether  there 

is all-at-once or stage construction,  '   • i   we are dealing with a straight cost minimi- 

zaUup problem.    Again,  the interest rate is strate,-ic:  a .ugh  rate favours stage 

construction,  a low one all-at-once work.    Lar^-e "setting-up expenses"  (bringing men 

and machines  to  the aite), or construction economies of scale  in general,  mean   that 

(C  ) will be bigger than the postponed  portion of (C ).    All-at-once werk  would  than 

,,:•< hai 1 y  If  a.Ivan*.; .   . :•• v .•-cm.   .   s, v   Mi 
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uncertainty in general,  on the other hand, would favour staging.  These different 

factors should be weighed        carefully in project analysis. 

It seems  to me  that   post pomment and advancement of suitable input  portions 

should always be  tested  on  paper in order to arrive at  the best  timing pattern.    But 

few field analysts are  aware of phasic possibilities and  «apiricai  knowledge of the 

subject is quite inadequate. 

5-    yar*0Ufl Uxput "** *** ^"fi ^'•"•,    Once agai.., with output stream 

(V) assumed to remain the same when different configurations of inputs (C) are being 

toted analytically,   this la a ¡¡¿¿^ nü^w*au¡B¡ÚEML   An issue is  the best compo- 

sition and timing of the input components that together »erve to produce out nut  (v). 

Typical questions are:     le a hydro-electri, or a thennal plant design more advantageous 

Should a proposed bridge be built of maso u-y,  laminated timber,  ateel or pre-stressed 

concrete?   Should relatively more labor t r more machinery be used on the job?    Is 

rapid construction,  involving severer er*ineering and management f ra-ie,,-, or a mor* 

tel-uni, pace more advantageous?   On«  there is knowledge of the costs of various 

input components,  ae well ae of the te-hnlcdly best way. of combining them and the 

interest rate,  these questions can be aasvered unequivocally.    The solving of input 

mi* and timing probóme  requires particularly close colaboraron between engineers 

and economists. 

6*    V*TMW frtlWlt *i« Wd Ttmlnr PffllHlM. These are analogous to the quest 

discussed under it- (5)  above.    It 1, assumed that the input stream configuration 

(C) is given, but that different output types may be produced at various points in 

time.    Briefly, this becomes an exercise in oj^ »a^^a^   Typical questions 

are,    Should there b. a gx^t volume of lover-quality output, or higher-quality pro- 

i'¡ns 

(f 
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duotion in smaller amounts? «hat kinds of products should be produce.-! at what times? 

Market research expertise, in addition to engineering and economics talent, is requir- 

ed to solve output mix and timing probier ,. 

7»    Various Partial Evaluation Problems.    These are discussed at some length 

in the U.N; Manual on Economic Development . £~Z1    , especially pp. 216-ZJ/   Among 

them are maximization of employment per unit of capital,  of labor productivity  (i.e. 

of production value obtained per perron employed), and of foreign exchange earnings 

per unit of inputs.    All of the  partial evaluation problema,  and  among them we must 

also count  the previously discussed cases (l),  capital  recovery period,  and (2), 

capital-outnut ratio, single out specific components of the total input and output 

streams and relate them to «ach other.    There is no good  reason to believe that any- 

thing useful can be achieved by  these procedures.    Underst/mcfcbly,  they have come 

under heavy criticism. 

8.    Complex Innut-Output My, fljllTff T¿ Multiple Value Scale Problems.    These 

combine features of problems (5)  and  (6).    The restrictive assumption that input and 

output streams will not affect each other is dropped.    Now for every configuration 

of (C)  thei»may be a different output stream (v) and vice versa.    Typical questions 

are: Is  it worthwhile to sacrifice more -n¡.u'r-to gain more outputs?    Will ear'ier 

yields of (V) pay for the additional  inputs (c) needed  to hasten production?    By 

what losses in (v) would  possible savings In (C  ) be accompanied?    Often there will 

be semai value scales;  for example,  output may be measured in physical terms (number 

of schools constructed,  acre-feet of irrigation water provided,  health service coverage 

achieved),    but inputs in market values.    This complicates analysis.    Appropriate 

success criteria are coat minimisation,  output immm^.«t.inr|| or in combination, jB&x¿m¿,- 

aation of net outputs (max. V-C)  if both series are commensurate. 

•a •M 
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Treatment of the Timy ülmanalp^ 

We have established that various economic events - input doses,  accrual«, of 

outputs - *ill  typically be spaced irregularly over time.    Mere Inspection or ^ 

â«t»tio» of the input and output stream yield* no definite prescriptions for edi- 

ble action.    With Pierre Massé we may say,    -The difficulty i, that,   physical ap- 

pearances .. . notwithstanding,  one franc available right no- and one franc available 

•i   >. ir 

aval!.«, ,t „,„ ,me Ul,e,    ^ cm Miui(>r  be      ^roj ^ ^^ ^^ 

ftì ,  pp. ^J.    „.„<,„„,, ^lûo.Uon 4ecl8loii8 coiis^j)intlï  become s  fora of ^ 
bitr«. ln  „»..   ^  iuv9ito),iti   in „i(, iiMi   ^^  ,Mt ^  ^  ^  ^ 

rather . procaaa ,„r distributing con.•, a«, cv.r tw /14_/. 

»-•» th. baau co„„-ae„,e «,,,,* Mt „. .^^ ttot . fraoc ^ 

Civaa or Mfl- todÄ, ^ _t _ haivilj ^ t _frMc ^^ 

fi» or art«, ÏMra from now.   «^ ^ ie ^^ ^^ ^ 

th. ,pu»tl.. or u* ..a.taom ,«„ Ä ^^ ^ ^   Briefii_ 

aa« „put „d output otrMB are r.duced to Biapu (preaœt or ^ ^ ^ 

- « u- ^.t.   „ toth 8erlM m otmmmx,i prwts ¥itt output8 

^ -pu«. „. those ^ ^ M1M MI mtputa ^ ^^   ^ 

— »lU. a^ea „lst . _taI7 ^ other , _ ^UcatM ^ 

as explained later.    The  technical   n* 
technical literatee should be coated for father details. 

A few special points are of interest hero. 

U   auivaUnc* 0f discount,nr .,, .  
 x, ^vuiu-LM.    i he former method works back- 

wards, as it were,   from the futu-,.  m • »,,. 
^ Ulfe Pre3ent * the <*>"» viewpoint.     Hesults 

are  therefore «inputs and outputs  in present u•  «      , 
Pilent tenoa-.    Compounding works in the op- 

posite direction,   with the date of project exoir^ti       K 4 
Project expiration being the chosen viewpoint. 

h    if 
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hesults are "Inputs and outputs in future  tern*».    Both pro«-dures lead  to exactly 

the same project choices and policy  prescriptions.    It is sometimes erroneously believed 

that discounting has unique merits of   Us own.    T.ns  i* wrong,     iiven  the same input 

and  output data,   there is nothing discountin« '  •  present values can  do which compound 

intereat calculations  to terminal  values cannot   lo ju^t as well. 

2'    Pifferential Weighting of Future Events.    Both methods essentially assign 

declining analytical-statistical weights  to  the future.    This weighting is a function 

of the interest rato ana the total  project  time span.    At a zero rate,  inputs and 

outputs expected in the year 201b count just as much as  those of 1%S,   the present 

time.     But given an interest rate of 4  percent,   the weight is  reduced  to 14 percent 

five decades from now.    Aj.d applying a rate of -> percent it declines to a mere 2 per- 

cent (see Figure 3 and Table l).    The rapid shrinkage of input and output importance 

dui-in*  the first few years should be noted.    As the time horizon expands to infinity 

the analytical weights will, at any positive interest rate, gradually approach zero. 

Suoh are the powerful effects of compound interest mathematics ! 

In Figure 3 and Table 1 it can also be observed that changes in the length of 

time horizon and in the level of the interest rate are partial substitutes for each 

other.    For example,  boosting the interest rate from 4 to H percent has about the 

same effect on analytical weights as cutting the time horizon from 40  to 20 years. 

Likewise, using 8 percent instead of 1 percent,  is equivalent to shrinking the time 

horizon from 40 to as little as 5 years.    Putting this another way, inputs and outputs 

in the year 2005 assessed at 1 percent will exercise the identical influence on final 

analytical results as the same inputs and outputs in 1970 appraised at 8 percent, as- 

suming caterva paribus, of course.    Practiotioners, it seems, are often not aware   of 

these interrelationships. 

HI 



%    ;ho:;9 of Interest dale.    The interest  or   ik-comit   rate  1,- « av-t stratego 

project selection aeviee -  tr.e .-.igt.er : ts level,   the aore projects wiU   t»  "rationed 

out",     how,   u-.en,   should   ti,'  level be selected?     At   first   it wM   thought   tiat  a.-\y 

project could,   ae it were,  generale Its   >wn  "ir-torn-J   rate .M   r.-tum" -   tht*  rute  which 

just exactly equates  the  discounted or coBpoui.dcd   input   and  output   «nes.     "Nanai.-.e 

the intent  rate of  rvturn" would then be  the  project selection criterion,    However, 

serious  problems with  this analytical artifact  arose«     va)  Som seri «e cerate not 

just one,   but   several  internal rates of return.  ^  (b)  For «utually interdependent 

projects of the  type encountered in systems or networks  (let below),   the decision  rule 

"maximize the project internal rate of return"  simply breaks down,     [c)  Any  internal 

rate of return implies  that funds can be re-invested elsewhere at  exactly   that  ratei 

this would be the case by coincidence only,    aislar objections must be raised against 

•ffl1i•t1nn o¿ the benefit-coat ratio.,  a project eelection guide often advocated in 

the public sector literature.    The current view ia  that the input-output appraisal 

rate must somehow be determined outside the project framework.    There nre  two schools 

of thought on how this can be done.    One school   thinks of time preferences as a co*- 

p*t :> ;v, market phenomenon,  with people tradir* present for future dollare at a certain 

rate.    It is this rate,  or range of rates,  which adherents of this »ode of  thought 

would use for project planning.    Their approach  iB particularly applicable  to shorter- 

range,  purely commercial  transactions,  it seems,   where money market phenomena do  Indeed 

furnish some guidance for the future. 

Other writers, and among them are highly regarded economists such as Eckstein. 

take a rather broader view of what they ter«    "social rates of  time preference».    They 

-ugges^that the «piUl market is »rife with rationing,  ignorance,  differential  tax 

cTali?^1^; riCle8 by U5rie "* *"" ¿"Ü -d Bii-Q.if.r /Ì4   , 

n a 

u» 

daily pp. 34d-51_y. espe- 
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treatment." and so on, and la generally blatantly imperfect ¿   8  ,  pp. 4<*-504_y. 

Fundamentally they believe that investit chants consumption patterns over time. 

Consequently,  the choice of interest rates for economic development .or*  is essential- 

ly e matter of value Judgments, leading to Income re-distributici among different 

generations of people. 

For purely financial analyses, as in our example of the petrochemical plant, 

the first view is correct,    «ut tor broao social  ana economic planning purposes,   for 

instance in the cane of area develop-nt. one surely must subscribe to the second 

school of thought.    It stands to  reason that all  the analytical  device which express 

tt» preferences - time horizons,  salva«, values and scrappage costs, high or lo- input 

and output estimates, and especially Interest rates, - should ultimately be tailored 

to  the results society wants to obtain.    The interest rate then becomes a deliberate 

pi^n. device»    high rates will be used to encourage consumption and discourage in- 

vestment»    low rates to achieve the opposite effect. 

fr^ntmant of Projet Interdapandencles* 

y       0 1 whole spectrum of interactions among project, can be visualized,    it one extr-e 

there is calete ^SS^^L^    « *«*»* * l8 ^^'  *" ^^ B ^ * 

executed.    Practical examples are buildings,  power dams or other installations  that vie 

for a unique site.    Moving through various degrees of competitiveness among projects 

U and B will inflict revenue losses and/or cost increases upon each other, but both 

projects can survive in a fashion), we recognize miaste JìSLLSSi urtaUtt.    An 

example would be a fertilizer factory in Chile that exercises no conceivable influence 

upon a highway project in Thailand.    Proceeding further, there are different intensities 

of «»pi.^ntaxixyU and B bestow revenue increaaes and/or cost decrease, upon each other, 

but can survive separately).    Classic examples are feeder road and main highway, or an 

L 
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irrigation scheme associated with marketing and  transportation  improvements.   Finally, 

at  the other end of the spectrum,   there is compie^ dependence in the sense that   A 

cannot survive without    B and vice versa.    It is best  to  treat  perfectly dependent 

proposals as one project.    Examples are machine and power supply,  railway equipment 

and  track,   factory and raw material supply. 

^        Whenever interdependent es of one eort or another exist,   projects must be ana- 

lyzed within the proper 3ystems or network context.    All  possible combinations must 

be  tested,   for example, A,B,C,  A+B, A+C.  b*C, A+IWC,  in  the case of three interrelate 

projects.    The number of potential combinations  is governed  v  the formula! A-l. 

In our example: 23-l . 7.    If all  inputs and outputs of all projects are commenaurate, 

then maximization of net outputs is the correct  rule for selection of the optimal 

project bundle.    As Hanaaman sueste /"io , p.  ?*J,   "dependence relations can he 

exhibited in matrix for.-.    Explanation« of this  technique and numeraal  exiles are 

provided in Kuhn ¿„ . pp. 92_100. K^J.    Wlth several value dimensions,  corres- 

pondingly more complex ^yses and decisions guides   must be employed.    This entire 

subject of project interdependence - an important one in development work - needs 

scholarly attention urgently. 

Treafrwit of lonatlnp md T^p.^rt i.n.1.«.,. 

ü«rt fro» „curat, dating.  a!l input an« output ,.!„.. 8hould ^ ^ ^ 

iio^iubsorl^.    It w„ . ^ deu ot ^^ vhm tte coD3uBpUon ^ con_ 

option loci! are introduce into «,. anal,,,..    ^u prop,r ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

.0 thia aubJ.c. „thin the present context, „ „ote that as . nule tra^n 0o,t, 

•hou!, >. .ddrt „ „. proJMt ^ mi outpjt nowa_    Diff>rMt ^^ ^^ 

rations should then be tested, just as if thev w«• A* 
.J        «11   they were discrete projects.    Maximization 

of net output and corresponding decision rules a«ain apply. 

9    • 
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Towards the Infallible Decision Qui de for Project Evaluation? 

Starting from the very simple idea of means-ends compariUOIIB,  which are really 

at the bot ton of project evaluation,   the discussion has become mora and more complex 

aa various real world ci reumatances were introduced.    The question arino.s whether a 

universal,  foolproof decision guide  for development  project evaluation can be devised. 

The answer is  that the nature of the  L>roblen, a« visualized in  trie initial  teran of 

reference and research design,  directly déterminée the ¡jucceau and declaion-making 

criteria. 

This proposition can be elucidated by mearía oí  Table ¿.    Proceeding from top to 

Î/ 9 botto«,   the analytical scope is widened from the single,   completely independent project 

(surely a rare case in practice),   through  the project bundle (sectoral  pro/>rram,  system, 

network),  to  the all-embracing national or regional economy (simply the sum total of 

all projects and programs).    At what point on the vertical Beale the analynia should be 

set, depends entirely on the decision maker's viewpoint and instructions.    The indivi- 

dual entrepreneur would just be concerned with his pe tro—chemical  plant project.    The 

Ministry of Industry  vreiro-Chemical Division), or the National Association of Chemical 

Producers, would probably adopt a middle-position,  strictly sectoral approach.    National 

and regional development planners would employ quite comprehensive analyses,  in accord- 

ance with the outlook of the executives to whom they report. 

Likewise, still in Table 2,  we can visualize uiai  tne comprehensiveness of research 

and measurement operations increases aa we move from left  to right.    At one extreme, 

market value (monetary) revenues and costs only are taken into account.    This wouH suit 

the requirements of the money profit maximizing entrepreneur,  that famous figure in 

economic science fiction*    His place     would be in the top left-hand corner.    Multiply 

him over and over again, then a society would emerge that would engage exclusively in 

monetary transactions and would be guided by maximization of market value Ret National 

Product or Bet Regional I r  inct (bottom left). 

»Ì   • 
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Th« right-hand column, oy contrast, incorporates any number of broad social 

and economic values, not to forget monetary ouea.     In trie case of single, completely 

independent projects (top right),  possible success  indices include simple goal   achie- 

vement ("malaria can be eradicated"),  coat minimization or requirement approach ^ 

("by choosing carefully among several alternative ways of doing it, malaria can be 

eradicated in the cheapest and moat convenient way"),  output maxj.mi«tion ("moPt mala- 

ria eradication can be achieved per dollar"), or • And  the most 

ambitious planning,  research and measurement approaches are, of course,  to be  found 

at the bottom right.    Thla is the analytical box into which the comprehensive axes 

development effort of our previous example properly belongs.    Comparisons of vario«. 

'a- :-ve ,t .   states« that might be brought about by appropriate actions in the Aliveri 

District of Mesalia would  be called for.    Among these the decision makers «ust  choose, 

using ethical and other value judgments.    Presentations by the analysts of so-called 

JSSÜL and economic ^lanrun* accounts,  including evxdence on income distribution 

•flSÇtâ (or benefit incidence), would definitely facilitate their difficult taak ^. 

McKean ¿   20_/ uses this term. 

ib/. 

ci or, Veneaolana de Guyana,  is the «„thnr-^ Nations and the Corpora- 
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In   conclusion,    we  nv.y  c<,nce.>   t'at   t l:ere can   be   no   sirv-ln,    ii.fi;.,,,> 

.eci"L »n   ;-IÌ(|M  t..nt   ..mis   -ill  cire::':   Lance-    in development   w  rk.      Tr.   -,    if 

ill   ini.u!.:,  and  ali   o:;tpu»-,   -,,•,.  Mr(;rt.Iy  measurable   or,   V ,*    -^-n.   ,i.   .,   ;.\.,r\. 

scale,   l-pp  maxli.i/.aLio-,   jf ^.j.  ^.j^ut^  ,or   ;.-'.   :••• /-nu.    ,     ---, ir.   ,   ••       f .•,<•• c 

can be  t' *•   "crunrfl   of   uerfecLion",   as  .'.dea-    ¿f2LJJH\ •-   it.;     it   ;/c   r:    r-.'<= 

cost   minimization and   output   maxi:\Í7.a' inr,    •:;-,.v,)     ,,-•;   -.r,   :e     ' r-' :; ••     tc 

ap ly to   interdependent    pro ^T'   '• ,r, • !;,•>, f   ,-i:.   ^;;   v;  • .    » ....   ,.-tjr,.  . ,.   .    •• 

Hut as  soon  as nth-r       citi   ,-CìL-   r  :   v-tlu--,   ii/n.if  -  a.    w: .       .;••-..     -    '   >• 

C!-«  i-  -tort   'iev-io; :r."T    work   -  ' ro-, Í - • r~   cri'-'ria an1  ^ < 1 ; <• 1   r. r. 

*'• 
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IV.    DEMONSTRATION CASES 

It vili  be helpful at  this  point to round out  the pracedin* ,m  odu^cnl   ex- 

position With some  practical,   if fictitious,   project e^lu,ltl.n e,,,iw,    n,e  prtm- 

chemical plant proposal will   nitrate the ; -,        .  , , financi/: ,   ^..^ Qf  ^ 

single, independent Project, ualn, the aiffiile nucce:,« criterxon of r.,, money revenue 

-nation (top left in T.t.1. 2). Th, a• d.Wl.^t achene «ay -, t.en ,8 the 

Prototype of a con.prehen.ive public development effort evaluated. acc,.in„ to broad 

Policy criteria (bottom rieht  in Table 2). 

Petrc-Chem,pg1| i>^1r.»        ffr. h  n  

Consultants have been retained  by the Mesalia  Industrial  Dev»i-,•nt Bar.,   to 

test the »technical and finançai  foa3lbilíty* of the ^  pet_chemiCfll  ^ 

proposals In accordane« «1th the • -r     „f •c, 
of reference ..:,-. innsd  prev; :.usly.    They .-.ay 

proceed .1th their research alon* the follow u„eo: 

<•) ImUAaiJOJUu,    Th. bMt pMnlbl. informt,oi   oi_  the c ^ v 

..rie. ^at. by üffMnt „„, „^„^ _ ^ ^^       ^ ^ ^ 

values and scrappy coats must  be put dovn. 

——a* of e^.„.    It Mb_ _ on 8uiubi< p_tiM   _ 

équipent, pi«,, lsyout, 80„le of operati 

„        „. ,,, POyelcal ll„, of pnJJ.ot „„„ 

- — ,e^. „,.„. &   „. ^    ^ ^ the ^ ^ 

¿Z/   Por further details, as well aa ii !,..•    n 
Cz, , eh. ni, ^Ject ^^--ì•.^ th. „.N. ^ 

9 • 
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components of the plant, with dates attached  to the Input sequences.     Physical quanti- 

ties as well as unit prices must be  sham,  for example:    "five a tain lean ateel   pressure 

tanks type 437 © 114,000 = $70,000 total cost".    In  this way  cheok3  im¿  adjustment a 

for price changes can easily be carried out.    A breakdown between  foreui   Exchange 

and domestic currency costs is ali'o  required.    Clone  collaboration between engineers 

and economists is essential for  the  preparation of found coat estiiLates. 

(c)    Market Studv-T^ Here  the  talent;' of do-.as'i   : orecasters  and  . arket  researchers 

are needed.      The end  purpose  in determination of potentini   rroduct  sales over time. 

specified both in terms of prices fetched and  quantities disposed of.     If  this has 

not already been accomplished  before,   it is most advisable to be,án with E market study 

for the sector as a whole (here chemicals, or petrc—chemicalsX 

Such a study broadly delineates  present and future demand for the  product group, 

factors favoring or retarding demand growth,  internat onal trade aspects,  competition 

with related products, and so on.    Enquiries can subsequently narrow down to  the 

specific market shares which the proposed plant might capture.    Distinctions should 

be made between potential denarii for final consumer Products  (generally responsive 

to changes in price,  income and  sale.-   efforts) and for yajug-trjai, HftterjaJ,a and, oj^gr. 

intermeù..ate products (more closely related  to overall macroeconomic developments). 

Product quality, as well au changes in tastes and technology must be taken into account 

throughout. 

First Research Results.    Suppose that the facts of this greatly simplified 

demonstration case are as follows: 

(a) The engineers advise» 

(i) A promising type of petro-chemical plant could be constructed during 

IB/   See the Manual   /" 71   ,  ch.  II,  "Study of the Market",   pp. 11-547- 
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the years 1966 and 1967 at a total  initial coat of 110 million,   covering 

design,  supervision,  construction and  contingencies.    Of tijs   total, 

15 million are payable on December 31,  1966 (t^,  and the other $5 mir   ,n 

on December 31, 1967 (t  ). 

(ii) Physical  life of the facility is five year* after Ita completion,  i.e. 

the project expires on December 31,  1972 (t?).     ;>.,,-,   are scr*pW 

costs  (dismantling, site clearance) of fl million. 

(ili) Continuing costs (operation,  maintenance,  administration) are fl   mi::i,r. 

per annum, always ;     1: ;.. on December 31  of each of the  five  production 

years to make calculations simple. 

(iv) All inputs are measurable in market value  terms;   there ar, no non-^et 

costs at all. 

(b) The ¡aast rasaos ¡n conJtmctlon „,th tha mgiriMn> ^^ 

(i) Ih. plant »in „*, no 0ut[Ilt5 „^ 19M ^  1967j md inll   ^  uto 

productive operation January  1,   1966. 

(ii) «*«•« Proi,uot «... „^ K3t euluble priciw> ^^ stMe_ 

•5 million in I971 and $3 million in 107?      ,,„ 
11 non in 1972.    Revenues are a lwaye collected 

on December 31 of each year. 

(Ui) »a a tlm ,8tlMle, fl ^ulon cm be reaused ^ ^ ^^ 

31, 1972. 

(iv) All outputs are measurable m market values-  the• 
«1 vaiuea, there are no non-oarket 

>y   « 

gains. 
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9    • 

(c) The financial • x}ert:ì «Hvin»  that:   (i)  the plant entrepreneur himself 

could obtain loans on  the open iioney market at 8# interest  per annum;   Ui)   the 

Mesalia Industrial  Development Bank r^i^ht  grant a more   favorable kin at  3$ interest 

per annum.    After consultation with the  two decision ,iakera it  is decided   that these 

rates should alternately be applied for project screening purposes.    There are no 

19/ limits on the total size c£ the. iojui. 

Evaluation.    The  research results,   wMch  1 .ok a  little complicated   in   w.ri;, 

3hould as a first step be recorded systematically in  tine chart  (Figure 4)  or tabular 

fcrm (Table 3).    Using initially r = 0.07, the out-ut and   in; ut  series are  then dis- 

counted-*'   in the following way: 

2.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 V = • + . + - +     » + M 

(l+0.05r        (1+0.03) (1+0.03) (1+0.05) (1+0.03) 
16.2486. 

C « 5.0     +     5.0 l.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 

(1+O.03)1 (3+0.03)2        (1+0.03)3      (1+O.03)4    (1+0.03)5      (1+O.03)6      (1+0.03)7 

I    » 

=   14.6969. 

Por corr,; u> 'iti  w-.l convenience.as shown in Table 3,  the appropriate discount factors 

can be taken directly from standard mathematical tables. 

19/    This is an important condition.     It eliminates the so-called "budget  problem", 
which is  prominent in the public sector literature.    Briefly,  it calls  for possibly 
sub-optimal maximization of revenues in relation to  ii. .    .; rationed investment  funds. 
In investment theory of the privnte firm,   similarly the  r»*e of retira on  the entre- 
preneur's own capital  (assumed to be riven) needs to be maximized. /"l8     ,  pp.  15-4¿7 
Bither way,  ri^rid input constraints do not make much sense. 

20/ 
The literature /" 9    J, £ 18 J. Z~ 19   J< or £ 17  ,  pp. 104 - 5_/ should 

be consulted on the correct discounting formulae and  procedures. 
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The net gains (V - C)  from this  project,   if assessed at  an  intere:"   r te  of 

Jf>,  axe  thus $1.5517 million.    Policy advice  is   to arce: t   the   project under thene 

circumstances.    In words  thin mean« that  if  the   pet. rochen cai   pi uni entr<--reneur 

borrows money at 3% per annum from the Mesalia  Indur'ri'-l  Devei   pment Bar J«;,   invento 

it and generally  runs  the plant   as recommended  by  the consultantfi,  he can wind  <i; 

the project at the end of 1972,  cover  all Ma  costs, repay all  hin ier">,  a..;  still 

realize net revenues of over »1.5 mil   iJC  m  tema of  the-   ,re,>ent   ti-.e,   i.e.  December 

31,   1965.     It  should be  emphasized  that  interest   :>aynents  and   amortization  are  auto- 

matically  taken care of by  the dia counting calculations described  here.     If,  on  the 

other hand,   the input and output series are assessed at an interest  rate of 8#,   t:.en 

a net  loes of $0.222 million la  incurred.  Under  these circumfar.ee«  the  project   sì, ilë 

be rejected,,  since it does  not meet the fundamental  "outputs  rr.ust  at  least  be  e<iual 

to inputs» test.    In case of choices amon,; several alternative  project  nrcvo: alt, 

design ano «caie variations,   the one pro -osai  which maximizes net  revenues at   the 

given interest rate should be .elected by the decision makers.     As  pointed out  before, 

when more project optione are evaluated in this   fashion   ,  executive judgment gets 

sharper,  and the ft nal decision approaches true optimalitv. 

HethodolüácLcal Observations 

Pbesible analytical simplifications,  as well  a* further embellishments,    -lr.  ,.,  • 

introduced. 

9    0 

%   « 

SifflplAttcation, When both the output and input atreams are measurable on the 

same monetary scale, as in this case, unnecessary calculations can be eliminated by 

simply discounting the net values of the two series, for instance by 3#: 

¥ - C « - 5.00 5.00 1.00 
I ? • -9    + 

1.03      1.03       *.vy 

2.00 

1.034 

4.00   A    4.00          2.00 
 P •  r +  = • $ 1.551 mill. 
1.03 1.03 1.03' 
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%   <• 

This iß equivalent to the coat stries being "folded over" the revenue series and 

processing the remainders only (see Figure 5).    In economic writings, the net 

series are often recorded consecutively as negative  (co;;t) or positive  (revenue) 

value .    Starting with year t  ,   the  results here would  thus be simply written as: 

0, - 5.00 - 5.00,  1.00,2.00,  4.00,   2.00. 

2jJ   See, for example, Hirshleifer's article.    /~14 J, 

.11. 

w- 
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<?91Wtfi4 Intoregt and Discount Calculation       It was argued  before,that present 

and future valuea are mirror imagée of each other,  as it ..re,  and  that there is no 

special »agio to one calculation method or the other.    Both tell ua whether a prrject 

with given sets of inputs and outputs is economically viable when a particular interest 

rate is applied.    Figure 6 demonatratea how net present and future values from the 

petrc-chemical plant can be converted into each other and can be switched around in 

time by «eane of the  usual formulae.    If desired,  any year between  the present and 

the remote future,  for instance the midpoint or ^rh^p. year t*.  can also be chosen f 

as analytical viewpoint.    Consequently,  the terms "interest rate" and «discount rate- 

are logically one and  the same and can be used interchangeably. & Both, in effect. 

attach identical analytical weights  to economic events occuring at future dates. 

M^^mu*.      Many additional features can be grafted onto the simple dis- 

counting techniques.    Among these aret 

(a)    Differential interest rates over time, for instance 6* in year tlf  10* ln 

t2. 4* in t3, and so on.    all other things being equ.1, relatively high rates wUl 

«courage consumption at  the particular ^t in tiae „, ^ ^^ ^^ Ijf       ¿ 

i... sacrificed consumption.    Relatively low rates have the opposite effect.    In the« 

ways,  differential rates will ^ence choice amon. proJect8 ^ ^^  ^ 

Pn>file..    m our example, a project with low input requirements and ** outputs 

(or big "cash throw-off,*, M ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

favoured. 

Thla brings up a slight disagreement with M*. ¿    ^ 
expression «discount rate« ine3T?in£ri^ 1 ?* ^^    %e ahail «• the 
with economic calculation rather than «L "^  Whanever *• •*•" *» concerned 
a lender agree 2n an interest rate, while a" dectel      ^'tions.    1 borrower and 
Z    19   . P. lOMassé's distinction is 111!!iBi0n-^k"r «— a discount rate». 
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(b) Different lendin« and borrowing rateo can be introduced into the formulae, 

if desired.   It is often the case that governments - by virtue of their size or 

powers of coercion - can obtain investment funds at  lover retes than  those at which 

they could lend money.    There is an active methodological debate on all this, espe- 

cially on the question whether governments and public enterprises  possess the power 

of re-investment. 

(c) Real world loan terms are often quite oomplex and may stipulate periods of 

grace, lower rates for funds held in reserve by the lender but not yet called up by 

the borrower, various penalties and rewards for alow or fast repayment patterns,   and 

so on.    Discount anal val« of actual cash flows can  take care of  these circumstances, 

however complicated they may be. 

(d) Analysts may be called upon to carry out quarterly, monthly, daily or hourly 

discounting.   This is easily possible.    Even continuous discountin« may be desirable, 

especially in theoretical work,  permitting use of the differential and integral calculus. 

(e) Sometimes it is hard to decide vhst the physical Ufe of a project should 

be.    Buildings and machinery could theoretically be maintained and rebuilt a¿ ¿nXifliiUB» 

'* and the right-of-way of a road physically never wears out.    In these cases it is  pos- 

sible to poetulate infinite project lives and calculate the present values of never- 

ending input and output streams.    However, it is surprising how little difference the 

lengthemlog of lifespan, from 50 to 100 years or to infinity make, when interest rates 

of, ssy, more than 4* prevail.    This   canbe confirmed by checkin« the relevant discount 

factors in a book of mathematical tables. 

ftd. (f)   is with sll predictions,  no one series of project inputs and outputs will be 

absolutely correct.    The basic condition of uncertainty Is ever present.   The analyst 
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can render an Important service by assigning probability weights to  the  input and output 

values.    Of course,  the decision-maker wishes to know  the .¡oint risk attached to both 

aeries taken  together;     Hence the probability distribution of costa and  revenues com- 

bined (i.e.  of the present value oí  future net revenues)  needs  to be worked out. 

(g)    Much has been written on the subject of shadow-pricing - the systematic 

purification of input and output values  in order to turn  them into genuine economic 

quantities.     For example,   in many less developed countries foreign exchange ie severely 

rationed and  the ratea are pegged at an artifically low   Level.     If such unduly low 

rates were used in project    ,• :   , then inve«tment proposals with relatively small ^ %S 

foreign exchange input requirements and/or high foreign exchange earnings  potentials 

would be penalized - surely an undesiraUe resulti    Introduction of a "realistic" rate 

(i.e.  the one which would prevail without exchange restrictions),  would lead to much 

better project selection results.    Various inputs, especially labour,  are often under- 

valued or overvalued, and corresponding adjustments ought  to be applied.     It stands to 

reason that tai and subsidy distortions must also be removed. 

While many of these suggested shadow-price adjustments -nake eminent sense,  the 

subject aa a whole needs scholarly attention.    It is not clear,  for example,  what %      ^ 

types of taxes in our present-day world are purely distorti ve and should be eliminated , 

'•v.MC'i   one:.    r'H¡.,p. ..il       V>T-;' 

for instance) and should therefore be left alone.   Again, one may wonder what the agreg- 

gat. reeults are when many individual project analysts merrily shadow-price away with- 

out paying attention to the macroeconomic cross effects.    Surely it i. better procedure 

to develop the overall future macroeconomic framework first and to deliberately assign 

true scarcity values to labour, foreign exchange etc., rather than let the project 

analysts struggle with this problem.    But ia this done in practice? 
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Conclusion. 

Purely financial analyses of commercial and industrial ventures,  such as the 

fictitious petrc—chemical plant,  are really quite straightforward.    With the excep- 

tion of shadow-pricing,  tie relevant economic methodology is well established and 

non-controversial.    Provided the tine preference or interest rate is given, discounting 

techniques can easily be mastered and used in the field.    A number of worthwhile 

additional features can be grafted onto the basic method.    If both the input and 

9 Ç* output aeries are entirely measurable on the same monetary scale,  maximization of 

the present value of net revenues is the correct success criterion.    It yields une- 

quivocal solutions  to the following problems!    (i) acceptance or rejection of single 

projects;     (ii)  selection of the beat project from several alternative proposals; 

(iii)  selection of the best project bundle from combinations of mutually interdependent 

proposals.    However, as soon as multiple objectives and incommensurate value scales 

are admitted - conditions to be expected in development field work - «any ccir;! ica- 

tions arise.    We will touch on these briefly now with the aid of the area development 

á^      A example» 

;k.i..d 

eg- 

ire 
r 
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ÀUveri Are» Development Scham« 

The study  terns  0r  reference clearly showed  t;*t  the rwUonal  ^vernaent  is 

determined,   for *,od  rea, a,   to »i^ro.«!,   ,-re,,  forward with s.cial  and econome 

development  i»  the backward Ali veri  ar,a.    This , ,rt u(   broad   „reble, Betti,,.- - one 

that  ia encountered over and over a^aan  in .any parts of  the world - unfortunately 

strain, contemporary know-how to  the utmost.    No formal  e.Mlc ^  S0Clfll ieveln^ 

ment theory exista which could ..lid« the field worKer.    And although much practice 

experience has been gained here and there duri», the lastr,ri or twenty years.   :t 

has not yet been   ,-   •_ led and organized enough for general application. 

Thorough treatment of the subject is qui te  imposable within the scope of the 

present paper.    However,   in onier to stifte discussa,  we nay ^ ourMlw 

in the rôles of the Aliveri develop  planners and  „etch  the ra«in ohase. of  , ir 

work.    Suppose only agriculture,   industry and   ,fra   Tu-   re are of interest. 

l-    •»"*"« the Pmhl„.    A thorough analyse of  the existing situation  in 

the Aliveri area is a useful firet step.  Chief proble, components mi«ht be: 

(a) Agriculture in this pregnantly mral ^ auffepB ^ ^  ^^^ 

lack of market* and  poor transportation. 

(b) There are as yet no industrial  or other emploient opportunities vac... 

would absorb surplus agricultural labour. 

(c) Infrastructure and social service qualities are well  h-i ••       ,   , 4^-Lii.ies are well below national  levels. 

Ample statistical and other factual *^A~ 
factual evidence to support  these points can be amassed. 

 XSSt.   ine desired direction,  impact ar.d speed of 

the governmental development effort can fortunatelv h« •,    , 
« lortunately be easily deduced from the study 

terms of reference. 

•    * 

*   A 
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3« Inventory of Potential Action Instrumenta. It is worthwhile to under- 

stand the institutional setting and to explore rJl action possibilities, however 

unconventional.    Examples are: 

(a) In agriculture,   public  inventent ir; irrigation;   land   reform;  encourage- 

ment of new farming methods through education   (extenni on program),  by 

example (pilot  plot)  or through direct financial  encouragements  (ea3y 

loans,caah subsidies). 

(b) Establishment  of a ,*>?:• -chemical  plant in the area,  by meanr. which were 

previously discussed. 

(c) Direct government  investment and encouragement of private initiative, 

through diverse devices,  in the  fields of transport,  electric power, 

telecommunications,  housing,  education and so on. 

4.    Individual Project Study Phase.    The merits of each one of thes>e potential 

sets of actions should  initially be inves-tignted separately;    What are t   ^benefits 

and cost s of irrigation in the Aliveri valley?    What are  the prospects for land  re- 

form?    Is there a pay-off from further mechanization on the farm,  crop rotation, 

usa of fartilizere?    In transport,  are new penetration  road« called for or technical 

improvements of the existing network?    Is rapid electrification desirable?    If yes, 

should hydro-electric power sources be exploited or should a thermal  plant be built? 

Theoretically any one of these questions needs to be answered by a fully-fledged 

project report.    In practice,  some of the  proposals will be so obviously sound that 

they need little deliberation.    For others, earlier   studier, will  a.i>-.uiy exi.t. 

It ie often the case that reports have been piled upon reports over the years,  with 

little action to show for.    Integrated area development  planning can be an excellent 

L 
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medium for unearthing some of these Juried treas 
urea of knowledge and putting th em 

to work. 

5«    -Testin. of Int,en1.pPndnnn1n¿.    Tlu« is a nout  c.llen^u  atudy  phaBe( 

one f0r whlch llttl. theoreticíü ffudwice eiiate>     ^ our MMpi> ^ ^^' 

competitive and complementar    relationship, „light  be explored: 

(a) Agriculture -iH  cohete .Un lnduítry for ,„ of  ^   ^ ^ ^  ^^ 

scarce resources.    On the otter h,lt,d,   the  ;r.;,,e,  ;,elro_c,, Tlc,;1   ^  ,, 

Wild supply  farmer- with cheat   fertilizer:-. 

(b) The industnal  Dlant de:en J. ..e. v<;v on _.,,,   ,.„  _f      + 
--..   on good   i-frestructure  services   i • .^t 

M,:^ «„,. „rt. „,TO,¡ir,u„, h_ii(: fir KI    ^ ^^ ^ 

""" reCrMU"Ml raC1""-)-   " ' - u• u „n., t0 Wlr.(i ^ 
ernpt.   fundo   Uiat  -ni-bt   • . u«  > »      -> 

••'i.i-t   ,ve  been devoted   to  agricultural   *,,«   ,ocml   w1ce 

;Hir;ot¡e£3. 

(c)  The whole  :ublic  aertnr h^ + v -ecor both ÄlrP  and  ,.„.. frrifB  Ue ^^^^   ^ 

industrial echemea.    Greater rosnen-  in  • •,    âl- 
r M   spent,   m  the Ali veri are, will  ho^t 

government  revenues    rut A•„ 
.  Cit down on unproductive unenipl„yrae;it  benefit   lJavaert., 

and the li,e, and  therefore expand  the aco.« * r BOPt,     . . 
«coi«  -r worthw.Mie mf ras tincture 

>—. « ,,. _ tlM. K ^ , locai __ MB r ^ _n 

>~ .astM have to be di8poptd ofi there is ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

»•«er .uppl, aod  trM3port 9jt[eGia 

¿uMuequate.     it  is   important 

to explore whether the community aa  H who!«      < 
y        H whole gains or loses.    There will be 

"Uh ' MP^le0trtC """ —  — — , ,ould lnhlM, ml. 
way transport. 

*     » 

*   A 
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The analytical «pel  is to come up with a combination of projects which will,   in 

Borne sense,  maximize social and economic advancement  for the Aliveri area as  a   wu.le. 

6*    Sequences,  Tfoe Schedule»,    For physical  «anona many of  the «chames will 

have to be tackled in sequence,   for inalane«  land   refora first,  construction of 

penetration roads next,  followed by  rural  electrification,  farm mechanization,   and 

introduction of new crops.    Limitations   ,f  finance,  manpower,   contractors and material: 

will alno prohibit all-at-once crash -o(•.     Consequently sensible time  priorities 

and  process  schedules must be worked out.     Critical  path methods and  similar  techni- 

ques will  prove helpful,  as will  forcai  investment analysis of tr.e ty:-e described 

earlier. 

7.    Evaluât i on.  Choices.    Gradually alternative sets of  prconals willemerge 

which will differ roraewhnt  in their ultimate effects.    The one may speed industriali- 

zation and absorption of the unemiloyed,   but  afri cui ture and  the social ser-.ice may 

get short shrift.    Another one may create a model infrastructure  in Aiiveri,   con;lete 

with  paved  ronds,   good  water sup  Jiea,  excellent   hjuiuru- and   moden,   ,.e\     1   , lut 

the growtn of  private disposable inoones may  be disappointing.    Depending on   the 

importance attached by the   '        .:..-.• t» there different   '/pes of achievement,   a 

vigorous search must be undertaken   i'"t the optimal  compromise  pro gran..    Marginal 

trade-offs should be brought  to  the attention of  the decision makers,   for exar.ple, 

the interesting fact that an additional $1 million would  "buy" airy of these:   schools 

for 1000 ohildren;  50 km of main highway or ¿SO k\m of  penetrate« road;   10$ capacity 

expansion for the petro-chemical  plant and  hence additional employment  for 50  neople; 

and so on. 

8.    Flrtal Recommendations.    All  this  ana 1 yt i cai work will  culminate in  precisely 
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worded, well-documented alternative sets of action proposale,  complete with auggeeUona 

titt the varioussteps should be taken.    The one e.t of policies which in the opinion 

of the analysts best acco.pUshe. the stated objectives of the decision .akers,  should 

be si^d out.    me other alternatives should,  however,  also be presented,  since they 

the n"Jy bPnch'"ark- ***»«'  —i;   "> -•^'•* >   > ", ..,,.,,.„,,,., ,., ,.n ,e ^^ 

If such or siglar procedures are followed by the analysts,   there is every chance 

that   .nsible executive decisions can be .ade,  l.adin, to speedy development  process. 

SansiuaiawM. 

» disc»««, t»0 „trM,„ d.v,lopm,nt ^.^ probira5(    a „.^^^  profit_ 

-in. induci project 1Dd . 0„p„henelv, mxM „d ecMomic ioproTOmeM ^ 

fo, « «u„ «...    ^ „^ 9fficlency of msourc9 >Uocit M ^ ^ ^^ 

r.1, on 1*»* .._„,. 00.^.0M.    ^.^ ^ _ ^ ^^ ^ 

«- .«fio. —„. obJ.ctlve9, atudy ^ of iwfMM-i ^ the ^ ^ of 

lytical- techniques employed. 
ana- 

th. .„„„r  i     of  ... „rrl „.,lnlo„ t,,a   lii¡!ist 

/     ,   >->      "»' id   ion  i-,  a .Tiucr  e.-i^i-r 

taaki  the framework is tighter,  inputs and outputs a• „ 
ana outputs are co^ensurate,  the analytical 

procedures are well-established, and the success criteria ar, una^ ieni are unambiguous.     If otip  -ai 
the choice between evaluation of , uu, 

lotion of a highway and  a petro-chemical plant,    w w   .],   c.: 
the latter any time.    Of course    th»• « 

W  course,  there are compensations in infrastructure work.    Es- 

perte are very scarce in this fitid and yet hiure «..,„ 
yet huge resource, are pumped Into it regular- 

ly.    In mœt   developing countries, tranHDort »irtM 
. transport alone regularly absorbs between one-third 

and two-thirds of all public investit fund«      There im    , 
lunas.    There is also the soaevhat doubtful 

consolation of working ln a rather «safe« field      la Alh 
Held.    Aa Albert Hlrechman points out, 

t      i 
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L   13 » P. 8*/ it iB not easy to prove that transport and other infreatructures ven- 

turo are failures.    Suçotas or laok of aucoeaa of anindustrlalplant, on tua other 

hand, la for everyone to sea. We will return to the subject of follow-up cheoks 

project  performance  later. 

on 

• i A 

• • 

L 
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Lar>t   year,   at   t.h^  ''ra.iki-   •-•   I :.-.* i t-/ i^n,   'ht    t .•a:. 

author tried   to de'era! r^  wat   t ka-   "c'-4>,.    ,f  •.'<•   ar* '     r c 

project analysis   is.  -^      .e   lor r,^d   a*     0'    !". >id   r",ir'    ,   r<à a' . ur   '        a-V'-1., ¡rv.t 

problems  of  alTi'-^t   W-> our,' r->r..      !'• st      f   t .v   ,-"..,:•!   -   -au'--  c   -.fi>:*a* 1 0.    t .a.   •:.'.• 

• >re pared  by  consultants.     Just    t.o   íJI'     >ar    aaus     r:  V"-.   ..'a.,  a   T.a:-.r   f-a'.   -    r>    i- 

no  library  or dacur.-.entation  cpr.'.er   anywhere   i:    '•"   wi-rli  t   v.   <i    ;P.s     •.:|-!   '.af^-ial.   : 

Of  these  31   stadie?,   33  wer-  .'t- °riì   ee-\     ,•:    '•• />• 1 r ^r^r.!    ir.:   * r   :a.-- ••'.   ¡¡antity 

surveys,   á?   transport   ^r-a/^ct   -'val ,a' !••• '-•   •   v>-r.'  •     '. ,".*,Hy-,    .    :'     ,    r   . 1-.v.-, avi 

airports,   and the  reiuairiin;' o  t/udi^s  -ì— J 1 *   wit,a   ,    •.•-.-  ani  ' • l>-r   la.r.sa'i   • 

schemes. 

T'ie  team reviewed  20 of  t^e  'il   studies   i:   .•-:•'•-if   detail,   »TI, •>ISìZì:>; method   - 

logy,   in accordance wit'!-'  a  "si.rve.-   f^r.aat''  wnich was devei.oped   specially  for the   , .r- 

pose.    There   selected studies  comprised  r ayhly   O^Jt;   .a^es of   print,   wi*n ¿ar.y L  t.e: 

engineering drawings,  etc.   ir, addition.     They cost  abo ,t   ¿U  ar  ¿5  million  in  .r fes- 

sional  fe°3  to prepare,   not  reckoning  staff and  executive ti:,.;   of   the   clients  f-r 

these  efnrts,  'tiainly infernational  development  ar  v.cies,  as  v»? 11   ar-   c a.  * T, art  c,.a- 

tributions  of the developing countri'-r.  in question.     Altogether  over   ¿2 b i 11 i • i 

worth of  investments were   proposed   ir.  t'ie  re  ort • -,   ir.cì : 1 in• •   such   . r    '*rt:-> a:- a  '.it
nr 

million African povr  sehe' e and  a   .nr,  million  hifiway   i.et w.- -r   f.-r   a   LA* in   \,-neric >-: 

nation.   The  remaining 61   studies,   al'hough  read   entirely,  wer<-   analyzed   in  1er    de' •.': 

•      i 

«    I 

2¿/    The results of  this  research   are described   in more detail   in  a   f-rthe^ting 
Brookings  Institution publication.   ¿~11_J 

2^/    See  the  proposal   for creation  of development documentation  center  in the 
Appendix. 
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since  they i^finitMycorroborated the condlusiona drawn from the selected group of 

reports. 

:;ince  that   t. i ,„   . H„  aii!,h;,r  n;iS ,e..h Vi,riijl;i o,,,.r ^   r.t „     f.  . ^ ^  _^   ^   ^^ 

har~  m-i'le   use  nf  t»iem.      ile   -:as  a 1st;   nari  o, ¡ort ..M* I »a  t<    .s^.ea«   to   development 

officials and planners in the  field and to look at US AD), Greek and other internation- 

al data on project planning and execution speeds, including so-called  "disbursement 

patterns", 

T^   Conclu .o   tv «   ;.r>'"p[)t.   t    , »>r,   tu'   'tu'\-r   w,v ' s   t ,, c   uv»"/   br.nflv   • ; '-   i~nre^   i -nf 

on   tv¡e   curren'   status   >.f   ; r<\\--^t   ;u-lumr,»-   ir.ri  ex>-c .' ion  ,:.;i.ed   i:    '•••SH   va-:o,s   ways. 

Time Laxa in the Investment Procesa 

There is general  interest in "süppa^s"  or "time lags"  in project planning 

and execution.    Tinbergen urges analysts to  ta\e account of them /~26rP« ^57 ejn^ 

the OECD, among other international agencies,   has commented on the undesirable 

"growing lag between fund commi tícente and disbursements".   /~21rpp.  25-2^/.    Apart 

fron, a  recent  internal  renort of a development   f.gency on its  experiences with dis- 

bursement delays, little factual information has been published on the subject. 

The investment process  is a highly complex phenomenon.    It is important  to 

understand the chain of events  that tyuically  takes  place from the first notion 

that an investment opportunity exists until the project is completed and goes into 

production.    Figure 7 sketches the principal  stages of this process.    The chain starte 

with the first substantial project idea (A),  usually an official request to a develop- 

ment agency.    There follow various consultations.    If the proposals  prima facie 

looks promising,  there will be a decision to  launch an investment analysis.    After 

framing the terms of r»i>rei.c"  selecting personnel and so on,   the analysts will start 
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their      aid work (B).    After they have submitted their report (c),   there will be 

further involved deliberation  phases,   culminating in a formal  decision to  go ahead 

with the project (D).     In caae of international schemes this is signified  by  the 

signing of a loan agreement.     For purely domestic projeota,  allocation of funde re- 

presents  the same step.     There follow  all  sorts of  time-consuming contract : rig,   land 

acquisition and engineering design phases,     letdin,- up to first money disbursement 

(E) and physical construction work.     At  point   (F)  the  project  IR completed   and   then 

produces until  it expires at  (G) - either through physical  deteriorati   n or  through 

economic obsolescence,  whichever causes the demise first. 

anpiricai Evidence. 

Hth the kind co-operation of the US Agency for International Development 

and with supplementary data from another international development organization,'.       , 

was able to stitch together various pieces of evidence on time taken up in  this 

compie» process.    A great variety of  schemes was covered: a sugar mill,  airport runM 

way construction, aluminium plant eipansion,  a number of highway projects,   purchases 

of railway equipment and automotive parts,  a  pulp and paper mill, and many others. 

The results are summarized in Figure 7.    It  in exceedingly difficult   to collect 

SSanlete m¿S£l histories and  one is  reluctant  to draw inferences from the available 

small dossier of case«.     There are more plentiful data on disbursement  patterns. 

owing to a thorough staff study of 289 cases  by an international devel .pment  agency 

(see item (f) in Figure 7).    No solid evidence at all seems to exist on productive 

ÜU scans of various types of  projette,  from  physical completan (F;   to termination 

r;;-      T'ii;    *     ;i   'J"!'J   ••   "i,,;      ''a;-'   ä<-   K:. ..,;.•I»-.     ,i;   ::un- -r    Y   ;,ril <..,.. 

span assumptions are made by field analysts,   rengiru; from perhaps five years for a 

frail piece of equipment .up to  the 67 years for a power plant  in a study  ' ->    >,:,  : 

# i 

•       V 
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Assumed life span can exercise great im xuence on the outcome of project investment 

studies and  the subject should therefor« definitely be investigated from the engi- 

neering and economic points of view. 

Disbursement  Pat Urns.    Turning to   the study of 2H9 project cases,   it must be 

emphasized  that money disbursements do not necessarily follow the work  schedule 

closely.     Li fact,  there is often a "triokle effect" at the end,   for instance because 

••all amounts are held back pending final  acceptance of the work although the pro- 

ject is really completed.    Has,  no data at all exiit on actual  physical  project 

execution  speeds and payment experiences  are all we have  tu tro  by. 

The study provides valuable im^-nts  on the  factors  that may contribute to 

project ep«ed or delay.    There are,  of course, many individual variations, but some 

generalizations can sefely be made    (see Table 4)    Porto,   irrigation and mining 

projects tend to be rather slow - perhaps  five years or more -  largely because they 

are technically difficult.    By contrast,   certain types of industrial  plant, machine- 

ry and agricultural equipment loan? can obviously be handled much faster, usually 

in less than four   y in.   Power and road   projects are in the middle range.    Again, 

general development and multipurpose schemes, w.ich are comp >sed of various bub- 

projects,   naturally take much longer than  single projects which are often fully de- 

signed before a decision is made.    New ventures are more difficult to execute than 

expansion or modernization of existing schemes.    Interestingly,   sizes of projects 

do not seem to  influence execution speeds  significantly.    But there are differences 

between projects  launched in developed and  lees developed aroas,   probably indicat- 

ing relative "absorptive capacities" and  administrative efficiencies of the countries 

concerned.    There »ay be differences in time lags between internationally financed 

projects (the category discusBed here) and purely domestic ones.    R—oarch on this 
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point would  be interesting. 

Comments aad Conclusions.    It is most interesting to note the very long lead 

times - five  to ei^ht or more years  from project idea   t c project completion - with, 

which one h«a  to  reckon in the development  field.     It will,  of course,   take additi  :.- 

aJ years until the  project fully produce    n.r<  its beneficial  impacts are really fe.t 

by the economy at  large.    Indeed,  it  is  ir.tr ree tin*; to »peculate how long it ¡Light 

take a somewhat backward economic a/stem to  adjust  to major ^development action nhoce••" 

such as electrification,  big improvement e  in tranup rtatior.,   or  Introduction of a 

large new industry.     And yet further years will go bv until  investment conta are 

paid off.    All  told,   it seems to me,   the facta of  life point  to very  long Use 

torAgoq? ¿fi deve sonnent w.,rk.  probably  thirty years or more. 

Conclusione   on  time lags are«   (a)  The  investment planning process itself - 

perhaps not shortage of foreign exchange,  or of capitai  in general,  or of billed 

personnel - may often be the  really aerious :   •' ' i-neck in economic development, 

(b) Technology,   planning and decisi on-making  impose      rather stately,   slow   >ace; 

ü»ri..r.".   the   investment  proceda,   like  nature,   cannot   be  rushed.     (c)  The  frequent 

failure of mn> i->se devel   ..ment plane  tr  live up t» expectations may  partly be   lue 

to the extremely  Inn* gestation  ¡.ev.odo  between  ide,,   ; !«n,   deci,;   n,   action and 

harvesting of  results.    Thi,  is a coat signifient aa.edt.     It  ..-.h-mld definitely  be 

looked at furtner.   (d)  Infrastructure constructs  :TOjectn are rather slug;-i,h  po- 

licy measure,  and   therefore unsuitable  for short-ten» anti-cyclical  pum:> „rinnr:,- 

purposes unleaa  they can be prepared   in advance a»d  put on a "public works shelf". 

(e) The time dimension is analytically moat  important.    La.,* are a  fact of life and 

the economic  planner clearly has to  recognize  them,   i        .-• .•       ;••••...:   r- 

all those methodological cons'metn wi^h ¿„ * r 8 mas which do not incorporate the time dimension, 

t     I 
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simply cannot be used for practical development  tasks.    Unfortunately,  a good  pro- 

portion of the economics literature seems  to • •  ' '.     . 

Study Lengths and Costa 

It generally   i;   .-• ,r-  that  project evaluation    .'      ,r does not  consume  excessive 

amounts of  time  in relation to the entire  project  pJanning and execution  process. 

Underatandahly,   there are (Teat variations  in study  length - the observed  range a;.-.ong 

a sample of 23 studies is from 2 to 23 months -  largely because the tec hid cal-econ- 

omic scope of  the field research efforts differs prent[y ,    Detailed  location ntudies, 

soil borings and design woi*    for example,   are quite  time consumir*.    Reconnais ance 

reporte, which emphasize economic appraisal,   can be completed much faster.     It is 

possible that some fí.-l ¡    research lev, .   rushed relative to the deliberation 

and decision-making stages.    Offhand,  a study  period of,  say,   five or six months to 

appraise a $50 or $100 million investment,   appears  too short. 

Study costs are obviously related to  the size of  the object,  the complexity 

of the problem and above all  the engineering inputs  that go into the research work. 

Purely economic studies tend  to be aheap,       ;,,-  -,\   ;• -i I ¡ i •;•••   ,r-:,;..  *v   in'h   r    i   • •;•/••> i th>- 

following variations in study costs as a percentage of proposed total investments: 

(a) River basin economic survey in Africa - 0.03 percent,    (b) Electric power study 

in Africa - 0.03 (•••TV-".». .    (c) Port development  in Aaia - 2.27 percent,     (d) Detailed 

technical report on specific road and bridge  project  in Latin America - 5.52  per- 

cent.    Prom limited observations one may thin* of 0.5 to 2.0, ••n>::;' as a t-.-pical 

range. 

It should often be po-.   i^"  to first carry out a quick and reason- 

able economic reconnaissance study, with permiecible cost-benefit estimate tolerances 
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of, say, + 5Q#.    Bren on the basis of such rough first evidence it will often be 

possible to rule out obviously unsound projects, without getting drawn into cumber- 

some and expensive engineering work.    Only if the economic reconnaissance results 

give grounds for optimism about the project,  should one preceed to further field 

study commitments.    This  ¡.'iri.ii-.lar technique for saving research and planning re- 

sources was successfully used by US AID,  with the advice of the Brookings  Institu- 

tion, th the case of an East African highway proposal.    At very low cost it was 

possible to reject the project outright. 

#     I 
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Methodolo^oal M«Akne8868 of Development Studiea 

After reading through the various field studies, one is forced to conclude that 

many of them suffer from serious methodological defects.    Sometimes  these are quite 

obvious«    use of diarepx. table analytical techniques,   •>"• >   - -benefit estimâtes, 

common arithmetic arrors.    In ether cases the observer has to be extremely alert to 

discover significant mistakes which are hidden under a welter of assumptions and 

technical verbiage.    It would take up too much space here to offer detailed critique», 

but a few commonly found shortcomings should be mentioned i 

(a) Many studies fail to integrate the specific project proposal with the gene- 

ral physical and economir discussion.    In a highway report, numerous pages were devoted 

to geology, climat«, GNP trends, land values and similar subjects.    None of this infor- 

mation was specifically related to the proposed project.    At the same time,  important 

investments contemplated in the road project area were not covered. 

(b) Quite obvious project lnterdependencies ar* oitec neglected«   One study 

almost completely ignored the effects of a proposed new road on existing water, rail and 

air connections for the same route. 

(o)   With few exceptions, field studies are deficient in the treatment of the 

time dimension.    The typical report, apart from cursory references to interest rate 

aspects, ignores time.    By claiming benefit flows right from the start, many reports 

Imply that project implementation - from financing and the turning of the first shovel 

of dirt to full operation - can be achieved instantaneously.    This bias     results 

heavily in favour of the particular project.    Drastic efforts, perhaps through personnel 

training or issuance of manuals - will be necessary to bring about competent treatment 

of the time dimension. 

(d)    There is   muchoonfusion on decision criteria.    Most popular among consultants 

is the benefit-cost ratio, a device of doubtful validity.   The time has perhaps oome 
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to settle once and for all  the old controver i-;    between maximization of rates of 

return (V/C,   internal rate of return) and net benefit maximisation (V-C), a superior 

('.i:e   it    t ;,.-   a ,t,S>r ' :.   JLìIII  't..       -i';;.k    r.t'V   r.<:   » ' f   :/-!••'   •  TI  r  -'arv   rfn",    '.   .-••   :• 

»Cfin<T,ic   criteria.     TM-   is a  di ff; .••,.! t   s'ih'or'^nt   * I <<(i  •-•- 

„,   J!   t    «    „„..I C . r.ar.c . i. 

W'    i  ^      fi M 

<'   . 1 

Reliability of Study Resulta. Blasen 

:i'T---  „r-  ¿, few organized,  scientific attempts to compare anticipated project per- 

formance,  as claimed ex ante by the consultants,  with actual e¿ post performance.   Me 

may think of four aspects:    (a)  coat estimates;     (b)  benefit or revenue estlmatee; 

(c) conclusions drawn by the analysts from these two series and other evidence; 

(d) the alleged effectiveness of means implied by the final action recommendations. 

It should be fairly easy to make comparisons of estima ted versus, actual pro.iect 

costs.    It is common knowledge that engineering consultants almost always underestimate 

construction project costs.    Strangely, very little documented evidence on this point 

exists«    In our Brookings research we came across the following discrepancies!    (i) 

highway construction,  actual cost t 27.4 million,  estimate t 16*0 million;    (ii) highway 

construction, t 47.0 vs. t 19.5 million;    (iii) airport improvement ,  f 2.7 vs. I 1.5 

million;     (iv) highway construction, S 3.0 vs. S 5.3 million.    And in Greece the fol- 

lowing extreme com. over-runs were observed £25_J» 

(a) Construction of Hotel Mount Parais, Attikai original cost estimate about 

t 9 million,  final costs are said to be about $ 30 million. 

(b) Irrigation scheme at Iliki, Plain of Thebes: anticipated costs $ 4 million, 

actual costs about t 7 million. 

•     I 
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(c)    Nitrogen fertiliser plant at Ptolemais. Northern Greece«    original coat 

estimate I 39 million,  final coats S -90 million. 

Some of the figurée cited here are boi«* disputed,  but there i, little doubt that irutial 

project appraieale and cost estimation were weai, # 

At the same ti*e it should be pointed out • >,.,, m Greece,  as probably everywhere 

•Is«,  for every troublesome project  there are several satisfactory ones which do not 

attract so much attention.    To mention but one good example in passing, , 

favourably impressed with the planning and execution of the new amelter of Aluminium 

of Greece at Saint Nicolao«,  flulf of Konnth, a so-called  «turn-key» scheme carried 

out by a French company.    This project,  which with a total investment of * 120 million 

(including all infrastructure works)  represents the biggest single development effort 

in the country,  is quit, close to original cost estimates,  ¿xecution speed has been 

remarkable:    studies began in I960,  contract negotiations,  land acquisition and clear- 

ance,  dock construction etc.  followed,  structural steel went up m the spring of l*>4, 

and the entire plant will already go into operation in September or October of this 

year.    Plant location - a senaitive matter because of the próximaty of Delphi and other 

precious historic and natural  resources - is well chosen and provisions for housing, 

schools,  social services and recreation are exemplary.    There will be regular employment 

for about 800 workers, of which 9* will eventually be Greeks.    A good proportion of 

these,   through the company's fine training program,  will literally have been trans- 

formed from shepherds and other rural  labourers into skilled mechanics.    It seems to me 

that many good lessons oan be learned from tne Saint     :     . ,    proJect.    Perhap8 a ca8e 

study should be carried out to highlight the success ingredients.    Of interest is also 

Haley's quantitative examination of cost revisions of  Indian irrigation and other 

projects ¿1* J.    ••:..   :-i.,      t .,,,     .„.  ,,,,,„   ,.,_.„. ,  , 

investigation of the projects in their initial phases. 

In some instances poor cost estimates may be due to infla .ionary price increases 

* 
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ocouring between project study and eiecution, but one could illow for thie Tery easily 

by "constant dollar" adjustments. More Insidious is the fact that project consultante 

often assume the rôle of deliberate project promoters,  through the simple expedient    ' 

snb^ú t 1. i ',c    i ft ', '* , !••!      r 

to eliminate these practices through penalty clauses in consulting contracts. 

The dut • or  ha   no knowledge of the quality of money revenue estimates in commercial and 

industrial project studies.    However,  some infra«true ture project  reporte,  tue  field 

with which i-   ;   familiar,  come up with soné quite ridiculez benefit claims.    One 

study attribute benefits equivalent to several times  the 3NP of  the entire country 

to just one highway investment!    It is often alleged  that particular projects can deli- 

ver growth contributions of,  say, 400 percent - implied by a benefits-cost ratio of 

5 to 1 - when the economy as a whole la expected to grow at only  30 or 40 percent 

over the planning period.    These are highly suspect  results. 

Briefly,  three errors are commonly found in benefit analysis i 

X)    ¿fflyfit Attributen prrors.    The particular sector,  for example transport, 

rapaciously claims  the growth la the production of goods and services generated by  the 

entire economy, 

2) Pouble-CounHW Rrrorg..    A number of sectors may indulge  in double-counting 

of growth effects.    For example,  highways claim the same benefits  that agriculture, 

industry,  power, health and education are already crediting to their particular invest- 

ment schemes. 

3) Benefit Valuation Flrr.Hu    Studies may arbitrarily convert non-aarket effects 

(leisure time, smoothness of automobile ride, etc.) into market values,   At the same 

time  they may pass off important market or non-market  costs (accidents, air pollution) 

« insignificant or immeasurable.    ^ highway sector  is notorious  for such practices. 

Other sectors may fall behind in this game and get leas attention. 

Any of these erroneous analytical operations can   :, r      «,«,„. diatortion8 

• I 
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into Investment analysis, leading inevitably to poor resource allocation decisions. 

Many of  the troubles plagueing contemporary benefit-cost analysis  can 

be traced to quite basic bookkeeping errors.    These could be eliminated by the use 

of the so-called social and economic planning accounts which have been proposed by tk«. 

iut •],>r and others.    Practical eiperminantatlon with these analytical devices,   in 

; " • "    ''-i' -i   n with good sectoral,   regional and macroeconomic  studies,  would  be most 

desirable. 

Generally,  practically all studies err on  the optimistic side.    Vicious  incen- 

tive links can partly   u« uiamea.    Many supposedly neutral,  outside consultants have 

direct monetary interests in project acceptance«    if they can    now the écheme  to be 

"technically and economically feasible",  then a juicy engineering design and construc- 

tion contract may come their way.    Likewiae,  government departments have a natural 

tendency  to push their particular brand of projects for purposes of ''empire building". 

Highway departments  in the United States and elsewhere - the biggest public money 

spenders  these days - are well-known for their pasnion with whicn they bulldoze and 

peve anything in sight.    And it has been said about  the U.S.   Bureau of Reclamation 

that dam building is  its raison d'etre and its  zeal  to discover reasons against  build- 

ing a dam is conspicuous by its absence.    Observer« suggest  that  the Bureau is always 

prone to exaggerate  the potential benefits and discount the potential dangers  of any 

dam project anywhere. 

Some institutional reforms seem to bo needed,  so that  project advocated  are 

not also  project beneficiaries end adjudicators of  the project  proposal.    Partner,   it 

is most desirable  to  provide the high-level decision makers with adequate study review 

capacity,  of the sometimes complicated project reports, either tiirough well-trained 

staff or through expert outside project evaluation "auditors".    It is a Bad truth 

that few government departments and interna io rial agencies have  the time to  read 

voluminous consulting studies,  leave alone discover shoddy methodology and faked 
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field data.   It is an illusion that entrusting a problem to outside,  independent con- 

sultants automatically produces good resulte - quality control through expert advisors 

who are mentally one step ahead of the experts retained for the Job is definitely 

needed. 

In  conclusion,   I'TTC   ir a  /-r^   •   :,»• •:   f <r   i." , r< v    -   •      . •    '•"   •••    ry    u- !   . rv. -. 

project planning.    The united Nations will undoubtedly continue to make contributions 

in this field.    Some tentative suggestions for worthwhile research activities are put 

forward in the Appendix»    Development and investment problems of great puuiic welfare 

significance will have to be solved In the years to come.      It is important to put 

the beet analytical tools in the hands of planners and project évalua tors as quickly 

as possible« 

•    I 
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TABLE    I      -      DISCOUNT FACTORS 

Years                        Interest    or    Discount    (r) 

.01 .0/ .04 .06 .06 

1 .99010 .98039 .96154 .94340 .92593 

5 .95147 .9057 5 ,b?i<J} .74726 .68« TÌC 

10 .904* .82035 ,675'<6 .55839 .46323 

15 .86153 .74301 .55526 .41727 .31528 

20 .81967 .67297 .45639 .31180 .21459 

25 .77942 .60953 .37512 .23300 .14605 

30 .74239 .55207 .30633 .17411 .09434 

35 .71480 .50003 .25342 .13011 .06765 

40 .67159 .45289 .20629 .09722 .04605 

45 .63939 .4102C .17120 .07265 .03134 

50 .60627 .37153 .14071 .05429 .02133 

(Source:    ffa^^tlcal Tables) 

L 
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TABLE    2 - APPLICATION OF DECISKN CRITERIA 

Scope of Analyses 

Project 

Project Bundles, 
Sectoral Programs, 
Systems, Networks 

Economy, 
National Plan 

Comprehensiveness a* 
tesearch and Measure- 
ment Operations. 

P 0 S .¡1BL s il c c i, ;;;   INDICE s 

I 
A.     For Unirle Pr^.iec «s 

Net  Rever,no Maximization 

Maxim!zation of faer^efit- 
Cost  Ratio. 

Lì i m  le Goni Ac.leve- •>:.! 

Cost Mininizntior.,   Require- 
ment Approach. 

Out nut or Benefit  Maxi.Tj.znt ioi 

Maximization of Net  Soci' i 
and  Economic Benefits. 

B,    For Project Bundles or Systems 

Net  Revenue Maximization 
for Project Bundle.     Exa- 
mine all Project Combina- 
tions.    Test interdei>enden- 
cies. 

Maximization of Net Social  and 
Economic Benefits  for Project 
Bundle.    Examine all Project 
Combination?.  Test  Interde- 
pendencies. 

c«    For the Economy as a Whole. 

Maximization of Net Money 
Income Growth.    Test  Combi- 
nations and Interde penden- 
cies. 

Comparisons o* Potential 
NNP's or NRP's. 

Market Value Subsyst« 

Maximization of Net Social 
and Economic Benefits, Subject 
to Achievement of Society's 
Multi-Dimensional  Goals. 

Comparisons of Potential 
"States'^    As Described by 
Social and Economic Planung 
Accounts. 

Comprehensive Set of Social 
and Economic Values. 
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TABLE    4   -    POSSIBLE FACTORS UNDERLYING PROJECT EXECUTION SPEEDS 

(Source«     Staff Study of an international  development agency) 

'\ DISBURSEMENT    SPEED 

Project Types 

Number of Loans Surveyed 

Average Three-Year Disbursement 
Rate (Percent of Loan Value 
Paid Out After Three Years) 

Possible Explanatory Factor8 
for Slow Disbursement Speed 

SLOW 

Multipurpose 
Mining 
Development Banxs 
Porte 
Irrigation 

MEDIUM 

Power Roads 

57 

29-4 <# 

135 

about  hvji 

FA3T 

Equipment  in   General 
Industry 
Railways 
Agricultural Machinery 

97 

HO-99* 

a) Techa cal complexity;     lack of pre-engineering. 

b) Many sub-projects;     project interpendenciea; 
sequencing requirements;     program loans  in general. 

c) Complicated financing arrangements;    several  lenders. 

d) Shortages of local  currency. 

e) Limited "absorptive capacity" in less developed 
country;    administrative weaknesses;  "red tape". 

f) New projects;    first loans granted to developing 
countries;    general  lack of experience. 

• c 
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<î- 

OUTPUTS 

(Benefits,Ends) 

à 

Past ^normally ignored j 

in analysis) 

Future (analytically relevant) 
-• TIME 

IMilJTS 

(Costa, Means) 

FIGURE    I      - BASIC PORTRAYAL SCHEME FOR PROJECT ANALYSIS 
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RESEARCH  FRtVUÜAIü AND D IliC'JSo lOH H DJ TS 

Imposai for Creation of a Development Documentation Center 

At the  present   time it  t.- often very  difficult,   if  not   imoos: ib i e,   to gain 

access  to   the  numerous  consulting  re; .rt.M,   nroject studies  and   planning documents 

W'.ich are  the main intellectual  backu;   for devalo unen'   decie • ,I\B of PDV» rumenta and 

international  agencies.    Much precious  time and  effort  is wasted thr iwl   futile infor- 

mation search in the  field.    An international documentation center S¡<TIH > ízing in the 

collection,   library analysis and distribution of an lied  field matei'sd   (as distinct 

from standard  publications),  would  greitly  assist development   knowledge end  progress. 

The documentation center ought be sionso.red and operated  by the United Nation«, 

New York,  but speedy establishment  of branches at   the  thr«e U.N.  Economi':  Commissions 

would probably be very desirable.    The most modern  library techniques for classifica- 

tion and  information  retrieval  should be employed,  so  th>t enquiries relating to dif- 

ferent countries or regions  (e.g.  West Africa,  or CMleJ,   types of projects and  pro- 

grams (irrigation,  steel  plants,    »lectrif ication),   particular subjects  (market ana- 

lysts,  economic intégration,   cost estuasti^-.,   financing),   and  combination*  of these, 

can be Hoickly satisfied.    There shodd be  facilities for reproduction of  reports, 

pert»pa by Xerox or microfilm methods, bat   feea might be chared for these  .special 

serviced. 

As a  r   e,   natio: al  ,-uverM.ent and/>r international  agencies have the  proprie- 

tary rights over ducuaaius of t u, typ* and   tl«  problem of access to the material 

therefore  need? to he  handle  v»ry carefully.     Different  classifications might be 

e«UtliiHe*l,   for example     (*;  document   to be   r  leased  by   social   Demission, of the 

nation«]  government  or  international  agency   only;   lb)   classified until   such-and-such 
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date,   then free access;   (c)  library consultation of document only,  no  reproduce  n ; 

(d)  free access for specified types of  personnel   (UN and  internati nal   agency employees, 

bona fide sûholars,  etc.),  others  by aoeci'il  permisui ,n only. 

Proposal for Creation of a   Project  Evaluation Manual 

Creation of an authoritative manual,   embodying beat  conten.porary methodology, 

would be a great step  forward.    Considering the relatively  poor state of  field work, 

the  proposal should be ¿riven a hu;h   priority.    The new ¡«nual  ;night  uaefmlv build 

upon the U.N.  Manual on Economic Development Projects,   and simiLar existing   .ocument.s. 

It should ue simóle,  definite and yet  compi«nensive.     It ahould  -iro-ride ráiance  to 

users of  project studies  (for ezample,  by   ìhowing how  first to instruct consultants 

and  then how to evaluate  their work),  an well as  to  the analys    • themselves.    Start- 

ing off from the conmon basi« of  t> e nature of  the development  process,   typical 

objectives of decision makere,   the reference framework  for studies and   so on,   the 

manual might  then branch out and e-icompas:   :iuch diverse  problem?   .     ;•*:•• ...  pr.-fit- 

malcing industrial  schemes,  mixed  private-public ventures,   infrastructure  projects 

and social  services.    Guidance may  have to be sought during th„  prêt arati on of the  ;o':u 

from competent experts on a number of controversial  issues and doubt fui  aspects.    Some 

of these «re outlined below in the  fonr of discussion  points. 

The Project 1 laming and Execution Process 

What is the meclianir.m bv  which fruitfu1   project  ideas are tyt.ically generated? 

Broad economic survey missions?    Specialized raconnaissance studies?     !"> .h.-^¡     n 

earlier feasibility reports?    Suggestions in national   planning  i     •  'Jnt-       Proposals 

by ministries,   public agencies? 

Can  the choice and U3e¡ outside consultants be  improved?    Is uiprher—level help 

c^. 



needed to properly define development objectives and the true problems  to be solved, 

so that a meaningful study cna be commissioned?    la really best  use being made by 

developing countries of expen£3ive  project studies?    Is it  true that  the majority 

of reports is "gathering dust" in some government office?    What  percentage of ¡roject 

proposals really scores and  is carried out?    What are the  reasons  for the  possible 

lack of implementation?    Poor analyses?    Unrealistic recomiendat .one?    .-ack  of action 

means of one sort or another?    Administrative deficiencies'7    Are  the study review, 

decieion-making and  implementation capacities of developing nations generally lnade- 

fuate?    Il   yet;,  what can be done about this?    How can project  eva.uation and  financ- 

ing, annual budgeting,  national   long-range planning and  related  procedures be mutually 

reconciled?    Should outside consultants working in a developing country also fulfill 

training and implementation functions? 

How can ther-i • a i i.'y  0f study results be  improved?    Would  "audits" of doubt- 

ful reporta by recognized international experts be useful?    How can the chronic pro- 

blem of low cost  estimates and/or exaggerated b»n«>fit  and revenue claim» be overcome? 

Should there be _i_* j¡¡¿¿\ perf ormance penalty  clauses in the consulting contracts? 

Generally,  is  it   possible  to  remove existing heavy  biases of conimi tante and  diento 

iii favour of  projet acceptance?    Are there ger, rally biases  in fave:   of:   la)  "safe" 

infrastructure  projects? (b)  investment as distinct  from administrative  reforme, 

training, maintenance etc.? (c)big ahow-off projects?    If yea,  „hat  are the remedies? 

Can the project planning and   execution process  be speeded up?    Do the various 

deliberation phases,  budget allocation,  .d.ning of  loan agreement etc.   ta>:e  too  long? 

Could some of these étages be telescoped?   Would further systematic research on time 

lags, disbursement patterns,   physical construction  progress,  be uaeful?    What are 

typical productive lives of various projedts? 



Methodological Aspeçta 

Can agreement be achieved on appropriate decision criteria under various 

i circumstances?    Can  the old debate on maximization of rates of return (profit  rate, 

benefit-coat  ratio,   internal  rate of return)  versus    mariaient um of net  revenues 

(benefits,  gains)  be resolved once and for all'    What do we know  «bout   typi^l  develop- 

f ment  obJectives around  th* -ori !,   both explicit and  implicit ones?    Income distribution 

aims?    City y^.   country?    Agricul ture ve.   inda,try?    Public  va.    »rivate sector growth? 

Consumption vs. investment? More private income vs.   better social   services'     Are  such 

diverse development objectives successfully «rconrcodated   m  ec.n .rr.ic theory an)   contem- 

porary planning procedures''    What do we ki.ow abjut   trnie-offs?    About social and 

economic achievement  surfaces'-   How cai.  •      ••   ...   and  financial  • reject analyses  and 

criteria be integrated? 

What do we mean by "benefits"? Is it possible to devine r.trict benefit account- 

ing and measurement rul.-a' Would the value-added national income accourting framework 

be suitable in case of purely monetary benefits?    Kow to  handle other value   ': - n. . .r.: . 

such as health,  welfare,  education ur> . un traded gc-ds and services  in gemerai? 

jk Are social and  economic  planning accounts  suitable   :•'•'.   ...   f  r brn,;d devel   menl  ap_ 

praisal  purposes?    Which of   the  ¡arge number of ,xi:nu,(   co: t  concepts  (marginal,   fixed, 

opportunity,   variable,   spill >v.-r,   muri, i L,C. off-site,   social,   incremental  etc.)  are 

f 
of practical  use in de velo or., "it worn?    Cai.    ' ••    •• i cost estimation standards be develop- 

ed?    Should individual  project analysts be responsible for shadow  pricing and other 

adjustments,  within their own little  sphere,   or should auch value purifications  be 

handled at the macroeconomic  level?    Should  routine taxes be purged by means of -shadow 

pricing?   How   ic  ^v.-rrummt    lun.-ti.nt   1 . t   into   tho   li.^.z.oi   g-ri. r,.   , ,;ilJl br. ,,,,  Tli: u 
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Does this model have any practical significance in development work? 

IB it possible to reach agreement on the analytical treatment of the time di- 

mension,  so-oalled    "exteraalitiea",  project interdependences,  indivisibilities, 

location and transport aspects,  as well ae other departures from the old competitive 

schema?    Can some rules be developed for the analytically crucial choices of  pi^ect 

life and rate of  time preference  (or discount rate)? 

f 
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